FOREWORD
The employment of tactical ai'r f01'ces in South
Vietnam has been characterized by adaptation to
a unique military situation and st1'ingent 1'ules of
engagement, We have learned to employ a variety
of weapon systems and new techniques to counter
an enemy whose tactic8 are unconventional and
challenging, It is important to seek furthe1' imlJ1'OVements in our effectiveness, but to do this it
is necessa1'y for all to underst.a nd the methods of
ope1'ation and the structure which have evolved
th1'ough experience, This handbook serves to accomplish such an objective, It provides a basic
SOU1'ce of inf01'mation on in-country air operations
·as of ea1'ly 1968 and is principally intended for
'Use by commanders, supervisors, airc1'ews, and
1'elated personnel involved in day to day tactical
operations of all kinds, It is to be widely disseminated and all copies will be retained by organizations to which they are distributed, It should
be readily avail.able, used as a refe'rence, and
1'eviewed ca1'efully by incoming personnel,

Commander
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COMMON ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SEA
AADCP ...................... Army Air Defense Command
Post
AAGS ......................... Army Air Ground System
ABCCC .......................Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center
ADIZ .......................... Air Defense Identification
Zone
ALCC ......................... .Airlift Control Center
ALCE .............. ........... Airlift Control Element
ALO ............................Air Liaison Officer
AOR ............................Area of Responsibility
APC ............................ Armored Personnel Carrier
APGp ..........................Aerial Port Group
ARRGp ....................... Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Group
ARRSq ....................... Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadron
ARTCC .......................Air Route Traffic Control
Center
ARVN ........................ .Army Republic of Vietnam
ATF ............................ Australian Task Force
ATRC ......................... Air Traffic Regulation Center
BCA ............................ Base Civic Action
BCAC ......................... Base Civic Action Council
BCAO .........................Base Civic Action Officer
BDA .......................... .. Bomb Damage Assessment
BLU ............................ Bomb Live Unit
CA ............................... Civic Action
CALO ......................... Civic Action Liaison Officer
CAS ............................ Close Air Support
CBU ............................Cluster Bomb Unit
CCT .............................Combat Control Team
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CDS .......... ............ ....... Container Delivery System
CICV ........... .... .... ... ..... Combined Intelligence Center
Vietnam
CINCPACAF ........... .Commander-in-Chief, Pacific
Air Force
COC ...... ... ..... ... .. ....... .. Combat Operations Center
COMUSMACV .. ..... ...Commander, United States
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
CORDS ..... ... .. .... ..... .. ..Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development
Support
CORDSREP .............. CORDS District Representative
CRC ..... ................ .. .. ... Control and Reporting Center
CRP .. ...........................Control and Reporting Post
CSAS ..... ........ ............. Common Service Airlift System
CTOC ..................... .... .Corps Tactical Operations
Center
CTZ .. ....................... .... Corps Tactical Zone
DASC ............... .......... Direct Air Support Center
DEPCOMUSMACV
For Air
Operations .......... ... Deputy Commander, United
States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam,
For Air Operations (Seventh Air Force Commander)
DISUM ...... ......... .... ... Daily Intelligence Summary
DMZ ...... ................ ..... Demilitarized Zone
DNLV ... ........ .. .. .. ........ Date No Longer of Value
ECCM .. ....... ................ Electronic Counter-Countermeasures
ECM ... ... .... .. ...... ......... Electronic Countermeasures
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FAC .. ... .. ....... ......... ..... Forward Air Controller
FACP ...... ... .. ..............Forward Air Control Post
FFV ...... ............ ..........Field Force Vietnam
FIR ................... .......... Flight Information Region
FSCC ..... ..... ............. ... Fire Support Coordination
Center
FWMAF .. .............. .... Free World Military Assistance Forces
GVN ... ...... ..... .... ....... .. Government of Vietnam
IPIR ....... .... ....... ..........Immediate Photo Interpretation Report
JAGOS .. ..... ... .... ..... ....Joint Air Ground Operations
System
JSARC ......... .. ..... ....... Joint Search and Rescue
Center
JUSPAO .................. .. Joint United States Public
Affairs Office
LAPES ...... ................. Low Altitude Parachute Extraction System
LOC ... ................ .... .....Line of Communication
LSM .. ..... ...... ........ .. .. ... Landing Ship, Medium
LST ............. .. ........ ...... Landing Ship, Tank
LZ ......... ......... ..... ........ Landing Zone
MACSOG .......... ........ .Military Assistance Command
Studies and Observations
Group
MACV .............. ........ .. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
MAF ... .... ... ....... .... ...... Marine Amphibious Force
MCA ............... ............ Military Civic Action
MEDCAP ............ .. ... ..Medical Civic Action Program
MIB(ARS) ........... .. ... Military Intelligence Battalion (Air Reconnaissance
Support)
MSQ ...... ... ......... .,........ Mobile Search Special
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NAVFORV .......... ..... United States Naval Forces,
Vietnam
NLF ........... ................. National Liberation Front
(Viet Cong)
NV A ...................... .... . North Vietnamese Army
NZ ................. ........ .. .... New Zealand
PACOM .. ... .. ........ ... .... Pacific Command
PCV ........... .............. ....Provisional Corps Vietnam
PF ...... ............... ...... ... . Popular Forces
PHILCAGV ....... ... ..... Philippine Civic Action Group
Vietnam
PLADS ........... ...... .. ... .Parachute Low Altitude Delivery System
PPIF ................... ........Photo Processing and Interpretation Facility
PSYOPS ......... ...... ... .. Psychological Operations
PSYWAR .................. Psychological Warfare
RAAF ...................... ... Royal Australian Air Force
RAG ............................ River Assault Group
RCC ....................... ..... Rescue Coordination Center
RDD ... ................ ...... ... Required Delivery Date
RDP ..................... ....... Revolutionary Development
Program
RF .................. ....... .. .... Regional Forces
ROK ...... ......................Republic of Korea
R&R ............................ Rest and Recuperation
RVN .................. ......... Republic of Vietnam
RVN AF .. .................... Republic of Vietnam Armed
Forces
SAC ............................ Strategic Air Command
SAC ADVON .......... . Strategic Air Command
Advanced Echelon
SAM ............................Surface-to-Air Missile
SAR ......................... ... Search and Rescue
SEA .......................... .. Southeast Asia
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SEAITACS .............. ..Southeas t Asia Integrated
Tactical Air Control
System
SLAR ....... .. ...... .. ..... ... Side-Looking Airborne Radar
STOP ... ... ... .... ......... ....Strategic Orbit Point
SUPIR .... ............. ...... Supplemental Photo Interpr eta tion Report
SVN ..... .... .. ...... ........... South Vietnam
T ACC ...... ................ .. . Tactical Air Control Center
T ACP ..... .... ..... ........ ... Tactical Air Control P a rty
TACS ... ..... ... ............. . Tactical Air Control System
TALO ... ....... .... ... .. ... ... Tactical Airlift Liaison Officer
TAOR ..... .. ....... ......... .. Tactical Area of Responsibility
TASE ... ...... ...... .......... Tactical Air Support Element
TMA ................... ... .. ... Traffic Management Agency
TOC .......... ........ ...... .... Tactical Operations Center
TOT ....... ... ....... ........ ... Time Over Target
USAID ... .. .......... ....... . United States Agency for
International Development
USARV ........... ........... United States Army, Vietnam
USIS .................. .........United States Information
Service
VC ... ... ........................ . Viet Cong
VNAF .......... ............... Vietnamese Air Force
VNMC ................... ... ..Vietnamese Marine Corps
VNN .. .... ... ............. ..... Vietnamese Navy
VR ....... ............ ....... ..... Visual Reconnaissance
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS
Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ)
Airspace of defined dimension within which
the ready identification, location, and control
of aircraft is required.
Airhead
A designated area in a hostile or threatened
territory which, when seized and held, insures
the continuous air landing of troops and
materiel and provides the maneuver space
necessary for projected operations; a desig'nated location in an area of operations used
as a base for supply and evacuation by air.
Airlanded
Moved by air and disembarked, or unloaded,
after the aircraft has landed.
Air Liaison Officer (ALO)
A tactical air force or naval aviation officer
attached to a ground unit as air advisor.
Airlift Control Center (ALCC)
An operations center where the detailed planning, coordinating, and tasking for tactical
airlift operations are accomplished; focal
point for communications and the source of
control and direction for the tactical airlift
forces.
Airlift Control Element (ALCE)
As utilized in South Vietnam, a functional
airlift organization acting as an extension of
the ALCC; established to provide operational
control and support to air elements at an ail'
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facility; normally includes an operations
function such as movement control and communications, a support function which relates
to the air facility itself, and a liaison with
appropriate airborne or other air units.
Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC)
The principal facility exercising enroute control of Instrument Flight Rule flights within
its area of jurisdiction.
Army Air Defense Command Post (AADCP)
The AADCP is established as the air defense
artillery tactical headquarters and exercises
command of Army air defense units not
further attached to subordinate units; acts
as the focal point for Army air defense
liaison and coordination with Air Force
CRC's, Battalion Fire Detection Centers, and
Army FOC's.
Army Air Ground System (AAGS)
An integral part of the Army Tactical Support System which provides the organization
and equipment for processing, evaluating,
approval, and coordinating requests for close
air and reconnaissance support.
Bomb Line
An imaginary line arranged, if possible, to
follow well defined geographical features,
prescribed by the troop commander and coordinated with the Air Force commander,
forward of which air forces are free to attack
targets, without danger to or reference to
the ground forces; behind this line all attacks
must be coordinated with the appropriate
troop commander.
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Civic Action (CA)
Participation in or support of economic or
sociological programs useful to the local population at all levels; includes projects in the
fields of education, training, public works,
agriculture, transportation, communications,
health sanitation, and other areas which contribute to the general welfare and serve to
improve the standing of the military forces
with the population; component programs are
military civic action, community relations,
and humanitarian activities.
Civil Operations and Revolutionary
Development Support (CORDS)
A joint US civil/military staff which directs
US assistance to the Government of Vietnam
in support of its Revolutionary Development
ProgTam.
Close Air Support (CAS)
Air action against hostile targets which are
in close proximity to friendly forces and
which requires detailed integration of each
air mission with the fire and movement of
those forces.
Combat Control Team (CCT)
A team of Air Force personnel organized,
trained, and equipped to locate, identify, and
mark drop/landing zones, provide limited
weather observations, install and operate
navigational aids and air traffic control communications necessary to guide aircraft to
drop /landing zones, and to control air traffic
at these zones.
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Combat Operations Center (COC)
An agency established within Joint Force
headquarters for exercising planning and
command direction of joint forces .
Control and Reporting Center (CRC)
A subordinate air control element of the
Tactical Air Control Center from which control and warnin g operations within its area
of responsibility are conducted.
Control and Reporting Post (CRP)
A Tactical Air Control System facility subordinate to the Control and Reporting Center
which provides radar control and surveillance
within the combat area.
Direct Air Support Center (DASC)
A subordinate operational component of the
Tactical Air Control System designed for
control and direction of close air support and
other direct air support operations; it is
under the operational control of a tactical
air control or tactical air direction center and
is normally located near the command post
of the supported ground unit.
Fire Support Coordination Center (FSCC)
A sin g le location in which are centralized
communications facilities and personnel incident to the coordination of all forms of fir e
support.
Forward Air Controller (F AC)
As utilized in South Vietnam, an officer
(rated pilot) member of the tactical air control party who, from a forward airborne
po sition, control s strike aircraft engaged in
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close air support of ground troops; also used
to control strike aircraft engaged in direct
air support and targets of opportunity operations.
forward Air Control Post (F ACP)
A control agency of a Tactical Air Control
System, subordinate to the Control and Reporting Center or a Control and Reporting
Post; used primarily for air surveillance and
in the control of airborne aircraft.
Joint Air Ground Operations System (JAGOS)
An integrated command and control system,
established by MACV directive, which includes the MACV Command and Control
System, the Army Air Ground System
(AAGS), and the Air Force Tactical Air
Control System (TACS).
Joint Search and Rescue Center (JSARC)
A primary search and rescue facility suitably
staffed by supervisory personnel and equipped
for coordinating and controlling search and
rescue operations; USAF designations include Search and Rescue Coordination Center,
and Joint Rescue Coordination Center.
Lines of Communication (LOC)
All the routes, land, water, and air, which
connect an operating military force with a
base of operations, and along which supplies
and reinforcements move.
Psychological Operations (PSYOPS)
These operations include psychological warfare and, in addition, encompass those political, military, economic and ideological actions
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planned and conducted to create in neutral
or friendly foreign groups, the emotions,
attitudes, or behavior to support the achievement of national objectives.
Psychological Warfare (PSYWAR)
The planned use of propaganda and other
psychological actions having the primary purpose of influencing the opinions, emotions,
attitudes, and behavior of hostile foreign
groups in such a way as to support the
achievement of national objectives.
Revolutionary Development Program (RDP)
A Republic of Vietnam program encompassing military, political, economic, social, and
psychological programs designed to liberate
the people from communist control, restore
local government, maintain public security,
and win the support of the people to the
Government of Vietnam.
Tactical Air Control Center (T ACC)
The principal air operations installation (land
or ship based) from which all aircraft and air
warning functions of tactical air operations
are controlled.
Tactical Air Control Party (TACP)
As utilized in South Vietnam, a subordinate
op erat.ional component of the Tactical Air
Control System designed to provide air liaison functions and coordination for the control
of aircraft; operates at corps, Field Force,
division, brigade or cavalry squadron, and
battalion levels; may consist of ALO's,
F AC's, radio operators, and equipment.
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Tactical Air Control System (TACS)
That system which provides the Ail' Force
component commander with the organization
and equipment necessary to plan, direct, and
control tactical air operations and to coordinate air operations with other services; composed of control agencies and communications-electronics facilities which provide the
means for centralized control and decentralized execution of missions.
Tactical Air Support Element (T ASE)
As utilized in South Vietnam, this is a MACV
facility (collocated with the TACC) which
approves and assigns priorities to requests
for both close and direct air support mi ssions; it may be staffed with representatives
of any services submitting requests.
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Chapter 1

OVERVI EW OF TACTICAL AI R OPERATIONS
IN SOUTH VIETNAM

Environment
In the history of modern warfare, no ground
force has ever had the extensive air support that
is afforded ground commanders in South Vietnam.
Seventh Air Force major combat units permanently assigned in-country (early 1968) include
six tactical fighter wings, two air commando
wings, one tactical reconnaissance wing, and one
tactical airlift wing. In addition, the Seventh Air
Force Commander has operational control of
other USAF aircraft that are utilized in South
Vietnam. Finally, USMC, USN, Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF) , and Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) aircraft support incountry operations.
A specified ground force commander is responsible for every piece of real estate in the Republic
of Vietnam. The primary in-country mission of
the Seventh Air Force is to assist that ground
commander in the accomplishment of his military
objectives. Consequently, all offensive air operations are tied directly to the scheme of ground
maneuver and are processed technically as close
air support missions.
There are, however, two types of strike missions that usually fall narrowly outside true Close
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Air Support (CAS) operations; these are the
radar-directed all-weather strikes and the B-52
saturation bombings. The CAS concept of integrating such strikes with the scheme of ground
maneuver is accomplished without exception, but
the customary element of visual control and direction by a Forward Air Controller (FAC) is rarely
practicable during strike execution. Therefore,
these operations fall more properly within the
direct air support classification, since interservice
close coordination is the only requirement. Broadly, many are interdiction strikes conducted inside
the Bomb Line where the ground commander
concurs with destruction of isolated targets or
entire target areas.
Both close and direct air support operations
in-country are highly successful. In fact, their
effectiveness is greater than could normally be
expected in a classical theater air campaign or in
the air war to the North. When compared with
North Vietnam, the enemy's air defense weapons
in the South constitute a relatively permissive
environment. Not faced with a MIG threat, not
having to operate in a heavily defended surfaceto-air missile (SAM) area, and not encountering
heavy gun-laying radar, pilots can concentrate
their efforts to a much greater degree toward
delivering ordnance on target. Stated another
way, the relative lack of sophisticated enemy
defenses in the South allows us the prerogative
of developing tactics and techniques best suited
for the accurate delivery of firepower.
This does not imply that tactical fighter, reconn a issance, and airlift aircraft are not fired upon
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in South Vietnam; nor does it imply that we are
not concerned with tactics to minimize small arms
and automatic weapons hits. The steady attrition
due to small arms fire takes its toll, particularly
among the slower flying support aircraft and h elicopters.
Undoubtedly, losses would be greater if it were
not for the con stant roving patrol by the airborne
F AC. His very presence makes "Charlie" keep
his head down and his guns tight so as not to
attract attention to his position. The F AC operation is another indicator of the permissive environment. In this case, the F AC operation itself
contributes to the lack of antiair type opposition.
The majority of all strike sorties are controlled
by the airborne Forward Air Controller. In this
theater, the F AC must usually be airborne in order to see both the target and the fighter aircraft
because his view fr0111 the ground is often obscured by the heavy foliage and terrain. Instead
of a radio-equipped jeep, he uses the 0-1 and
0-2A light aircraft equipped with FM, VHF, and
UHF radios and armed with target-marking
smoke rockets and grenades, and flares.

Force Characteristics
There are several other feature s of Seventh
Air Force operations in-country that are rather
unique when compared with wars of the past.
The force is large and sophisticated compared to
the firepower capability of the enemy. A continual and expanding emphasis has been placed on
airlift and utility aircraft. Perhaps the most
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unique feature of all is that we choose to live
among the enemy and operate over his head
constantly, always daring him to resist.
The changing politico-military environment has
fostered innovative practices such as defending
hamlets and bases with a night cover of ancient
C-47 gunships and saturation bombing in our own
midst by radar-directed fighters as well as high
altitude intercontinental B-52's. In short, many
air operations in South Vietnam have involved
the proving of new concepts as well as hardware
and countermeasures.
Doctrinal Implica tions
Ail' operations conducted in this theater will
inevitably influence future Air Force and joint
services doctrine. More significantly, these operations will have a profound impact on future roles,
missions, and force structures of the services, and
thereby on the overall effectiveness of US armed
forces.
Because of the command and political arrangements as well as other factors peculiar to this
war, some deviations from established doctrine
and concepts have been required in the past and
may be necessary in the future. It is possible
that some of these practice's will warrant considel'ation for future modification or inclusion in
USAF doctrine. However, to avoid erroneous conclusions with regard to their acceptability, it is
important (a) to identify, document, and examine
the basis for any existing doctrinal deviations,
and (b) to ensure that all future actions involving
25

doctrinal matters are examined carefully and presented for decision, or referred to higher headquarters with adequate discussion of the doctrinal
implications included.
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Chapter 2

TACTICAL AI R CONTROL SYSTEM

Introduction
The Tactical Air Control System (TACS) in
South Vietnam is designed to achieve comprehensive and responsive control of all tactical air
forces and has evolved in incremental fashion so
as to accommodate the increases in units and operational requirements. Today it is a closely-knit
composite of VNAF/7AF/USMC radars, communications, Air Liaison Officers, Forward Air
Controllers, and operations centers. In addition
to controlling VNAF, 7AF, and USMC (strike
and reconnaissance only) air operations, the
TACS coordinates and integrates US Navy and
SAC air operations in-country.
A separate but allied system, the Army Air
Ground System (AAGS), provides for the processing of preplanned requests for air support, rapid
exchange of battle information, and coordination
of air defense weapons for all US/FWMAF
ground units. The two systems are sufficiently
interfaced for rapid coordination of all air and
ground operations.
The main characteristic and advantage of the
TACS is that it can be tailored for any tactical
situation. It provides the means for centralized
direction while still permitting decentralized execution of specific tasks and operations. The sys-
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tem has proved its responsiveness to the ground
commander; the reaction time to requests for immediate air strikes is usually less than 40 minutes.
Characteristics
The Tactical Air Control System in South Vietnam is centered around a combined VN AF /
USAF /USMC operations center located at Tan
Son Nhut Air Base, the Tactical Air Control
Center. Its purpose is to coordinate and control
the total air effort of US and VN AF forces. The
T ACC is divided into a Current Plans Division
and a Current Operations Division plus sub-elements of these divisions.
There are several units and agencies below the
TACC level that are involved in its daily execution of air-ground operations tasks. The 504th
Tactical Air Support Group provides the equipment and TACP personnel who work closely with
US Army ground units. The USMC uses its own
equipment and personnel. Operationally subordinate to the TACC are six Direct Air Support
Centers (DASC's). Four of these are joint
USAF /VN AF centers and are located with each
of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN)
Corps Tactical Operations Centers (CTOC's). The
Third Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF), located in the ARVN I Corps area, is SUppOl ted by
I DASC; DASC Victor (subordjnate to I DASC)
handles activity in the two northern provinces of
I Corps in support of the III MAF Commander's
subordinate command, Provisional Corps Vietnam
(PCV). DASC Alpha supports I Field Force
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Vietnam ( I FFV) and is manned by only US and
Free World Military Assistance Forces personnel
for the support of US/FWMAF ground units.
The II FFV, in the ARVN III Corps area, is supported by III DASG because of the proximity of
that DASC to II FFV Headquarters at Long
Binh.
Operating under each DASC are USAF Tactical
Air Control Parties (TACP's) positioned with
corps, Field Forces, divisions, brigades, and battalions of RVNAF, FWMAF, and US Army
forces. The responsibilities and manning of the
TACP vary, depending upon level of assignment;
however, each TACP includes an Air Liaison Officer (ALO) and/or Forward Air Controller (FAC),
radio operators, and a communications jeep containing UHF, VHF, FM, and SSB radios.
The US Marine Corps provides its own ALO's,
TACP's, and FAC's to work with its ground units.
The USMC tactical air control concept calls for
one DASC to support each division; however, in
Vietnam this concept has been modified to provide
a DASC for each Tactical Area of Responsibility
(TAOR). These TAOR's involve forces as large
as a division and as small as two battalions. These
DASC's are roughly comparable to USAF brigade-level TACP's.
Radar coverage is basic to TACS operation.
It is provided by the 505th Tactical Control
Group which is subordinate to the TACC for
operational direction. Radar sites are located
throughout the Republic of Vietnam (RVN) for
complete coverage of the war zone. The area is
divided into two sectors for radar control purposes
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and each sector contains a large, high performance radar at a Control and Reporting Center
(CRC). Aircraft track data at the CRC is augmented by similar information provided by outlying radars at Control and Reporting Posts
(CRP's) and small radars at Forward Air Control
Posts (FACP's). The US Marine Corps operates
one CRP and several TPQ-IO sites (the USMC
equivalent to the USAF MSQ-77 radar bombing
equipment) .

TACTICAL AIR CONTROL SYSTEM

TACP's
ALO's
FAC's
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Functions and Operations
The TACC, acting for the 7AF Commander in
his capacity as MACV Air Force Component Commander and DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Operations, has virtually the complete responsibility for
the prosecution of the air war in South Vietnam.
The TACC performs several functions to accomplish this task. It plans, directs, and/or coordinates all VNAF /USAF /USMC/FWMAF tactical
air operations in South Vietnam. It publishes
fragmentary orders to concerned agencies including the 1st Marine Air Wing in the I CTZ whose
strike and reconnaissance aircraft are tasked by
the TACC. It directs, monitors, and diverts offensive and defensive aircraft as necessary.
Finally, the TACC establishes policies and procedures governing the operation of the TACS.
The six DASC's are' operationally subordinate
to the TACC (DASC Victor is subordinate to I
DASC) and serve primarily as an extension of
TACC control. They provide a fast reaction capability to satisfy immediate requests from ground
forces for (1) close air support, (2) tactical air
reconnaissance, and (3) emergency airlift. They
also provide minute-to-minute coordination between the ground force in their area and supporting air elements including not only tactical strike
aircraft, but reconnaissance, herbicide, psywar,
and B-52 aircraft as well.
To fill an immediate request, the DASC may,
with Army/USMC approval, divert tactical air
from preplanned missions scheduled for and enroute to the respective Area of Responsibility
(AOR). In most cases there will be sufficient
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aircraft airborne on missions of lower priority to
provide ample resources for diverts and these will
normally provide more rapid response than scramble aircraft. When requirements cannot be met
by diverts from other areas, alert aircraft will be
scrambled.
Normally, DASC's have no authority to scramble ground alert aircraft. If a DASC cannot fill
an immediate request via diverts from within its
AOR, it will request the TACC to divert fighters
from an adjacent area or to scramble ground alert
aircraft. (Exception: I DASC is allocated ground
alert aircraft for scramble purposes and need
only inform the TACC of their launch).
The Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) provides an Air Force communications system down
to the battalion level. At the head of this team
is an Air Liaison Officer (ALO) who is a key
member of the ground commande'l"s staff. The
ALO attends the ground commander's meetings,
briefs on air activity within the area, and advises
on the use and capabilities of tactical airpower.
Additionally, the ALO is a senior Forward Air
Controller and the supe'l'visor of the F AC's in his
TACP. These FAC's are Air Force pilots who
perform a number of vital missions from their
airborne positions in light observation aircraft.
They maintain close contact with local ground
forces, help keep ground units linked by providing
timely airborne radio relays, direct air strikes,
forward Bomb Damage Assessment (BDA) reports, and perform valuable visual reconnaissance
during daily patrols of their sector.
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The radar and extensive communications network of the TACS makes possible the quick responsiveness of the system. The radar system
provides control of both offensive and defensive
operations. All fighter aircraft on strike missions
are picked up on radar and positive identification
is established normally within five minutes after
takeoff. Radar direction is provided to the strike
pilot to the point of rendezvous with the F AC.
After ordnance delivery, positive radar contact
is re-established with the controlling radar facility for the recovery to home base. Should an aircraft need emergency assistance, the radar network can provide vectors to the nearest suitable
air base or bailout area. Inflight radar advisories
on possible conflicting traffic and warnings on
live artillery firing are also issued to aircraft.
The air defense of South Vietnam is accomplished by an integrated force of fighter aircraft
and ground-to-air missiles. (See Chapter 5.) The
Control and Reporting Center issues scramble
orders to the fighter aircraft and alerts the missile batteries to come to the firing position. The
actual order to fire on the enemy will be given by
the TACC at Tan Son Nhut.
Operations Unique to This Theater
There is a greater amount of centralized control
of air forces in South Vietnam than was originally
intended for the T ACS. For example, the T ACC
frags all in-country strikes with no airpower being released to the DASC's for their exclusive
employment. HoweverJ extensive air forces in
South Vietnam are deployed over a small geo-
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graphical area of conflict and reaction from an
airfield to a target is counted in minutes. Furthermore, extensive communications nets have facilitated the command and control of these forces
from a single point. This centralized control
allows the air war commander to shift his forces
at a moment's notice to meet any developing
threat or attack any fleeting targets.

Summary
The tactical air war in South Vietnam is being
conducted within the framework of a control
system that has been developed from lessons
learned in Korea and World War II. This is the
Tactical Air Control System (TACS). Major
points of interest in this system are centralized
control (TACC), a rapid and widespread communications network, and the ability to react instantaneously to any new threat by diverting aircraft
from one sector to another.
The TACC plans, directs, and/or coordinates
in-country tactical air operations; publishes fragmentary orders; directs, monitors, and diverts
offensive and defensive aircraft as necessary;
and establishes policies and procedures governing
the operation of the TACS. The DASC is subordinate to the TACC and is responsible for the
employment of air forces committed to its sector.
I t provides quick reaction to any change in the
enemy threat by diverting aircraft from a preplanned target to an immediate target. The
TACP's are located with ground units down to
battalion level and provide the link from the
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Army commander to the DASC for acquisition
of supporting airpower.
The actual control of aircraft enroute to and
returning from the target is a task of the CRC's
and their supporting radar installations. Once
in the target area, the tactical fighters are controlled and directed by the F AC operating in that
area or by a radar agency. The TACS is tied
togetheT with a vast communications network
covering the entire country and linking all agencies within the system.
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Chapter 3

CLOSE AIR SUPPORT

Introduction
The primary in-country Seventh Air Force
mission is to assist the ground commanders in
achieving their military objectives. All of South
Vietnam is considered to be within the Bomb Line;
consequently, all 7AF offensive operations incountry are integral to the scheme of ground
maneuver and are processed as clo~e air support
missions.
This chapter will discuss only those close air
support missions in the classical sense-those
directed against hostile targets in close proximity
to friendly forces and which require integration
of the air mission with the fire and movement of
the ground forces. In this sense, close air support
still encompasses a wide variety of missions.
The most significant ones, in the eyes of the
ground commander, are support of engaged forces,
helicopter landing zone preparation, prestrike
troop airlift cover, and road convoy escort. Missions employed for the purpose of harassment,
interdiction, area neutralization, or support of
future operations will be discussed in a following
chapter.
Characteristics
To provide the integrated tactical airpowel'
ground forces require daily, close air support mis-
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sions are provided on a preplanned and immediate
basis. Requests for both types of sorties are
processed through the Joint Air Ground Operations System (JAGOS), established by a MACV
directive to provide an integrated command and
control system. The JAGOS includes the MACV
Command and Control System, the Army Air
Ground System (AAGS), and the Air Force
Tactical Air Control s.ystem (TACS).
The J AGOS requires reliable and extensive
communications to function properly. South Vietnam is blanketed by UHF, VHF, and HF control
and reporting nets, land lines, and secure teletype.
All necessary communications are available from
the Combat Operations Center (COC) in the
TACC to the corps DASC's and down to the
ALO's, FAC's, strike bases, and radar sites.
Due to the widespread intermingling of friendly
forces and populations with enemy forces, all ordnance expenditures in South Vietnam must be approved by the province chief or higher Vietnamese
authority. For normal US/FWMAF operations
this approval is usually granted in advance to
the ground commander for his Tactical Area of
Responsibility (TAOR). This predelegation of
authority assists in minimizing delays in processing requests for close air support of our engaged
forces.
Forces
There are 12 tactical fighter wings deployed in
South Vietnam including the VNAF and US
Marine Corps units. Additionally, there are
squadron-size units which possess tactical fight-
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ers. These wings and squadrons employ F-100,
F-5, A-1, F-4, A-4, A-6, F-8, B-57, and A-37 type
aircraft. Typical tasking of these forces for incountry operations has usually provided over 500
preplanned sorties daily plus immediates; preplanned and immediate sorties typically total
over 17,000 monthly in direct support of ground
operations.
Preplanned Strikes
PI'eplanned requests for tactical air support
are normally initiated by the ground commander
based upon his plan of maneuver. Requests may
ol'iginate at any level but must be approved in
ascending order to one of the four ARVN corps,
one of the two US Field Forces Vietnam, or III
MAF. Each ascending level assigns an order of
priority to the requests and forwards them in a
consolidated list. In I Corps, the Provisional
Corps Vietnam consolidates requests from its
subordinate units and forwards them to III MAF
which consolidates these requests and those from
other I CTZ US/FWMAF units into an overall
request list for the I CTZ.
Approval by the Vietnamese province chief
concerned must be obtained for each request. This
approval is secured at the division level for requests coming up the US Army Air Ground
System (AAGS). In many cases, however, US
ground commanders are predelegated approving
authority for a specific TAOR. In the ARVN
structure, the pI'ovince chief examines requests
coming in from various districts and forwards
those approved on through ascending levels to
corps.
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Approved requests, listed in order by priority,
are forwarded by the ARVN corps, US Field
Forces Vietnam, and III MAF to the MACV
Tactical Air Support Element (TASE) located in
the TACC. The T ASE, made up of elements of
MACV J-2 and J-3, is staffed principally with US
Army and US Marine Corps personnel and is the
final authority for approving requests and assigning priorities guided by overall MACV requirements. The T ASE is the organ through
which COMUSMACV approves and assigns priorities to all close air support requests and thence
levies close air support tasks to be accomplished
by USAF, USMC, and, when available, USN resources. The implementation of these tasks is
planned, directed, and controlled through the
TACS, which functions under the supervision of
the 7 AF Commander in his capacity as MACV
Air Force Component Commander. Authority for
direction and control of all tactical air operations·
in the MACV area of responsibility stems from
COMUSMACV and is exercised by the 7AF
Commander in his capacity as DEPCOMUSMACV
for Air Operations.
Those strike requirements forwarded to the
T ASE from the ARVN corps are to fill requirements which the VN AF cannot accomplish. The
ARVN corps commanders control the VN AF resources in their CTZ and specify which requests
will be supported by VN AF aircraft. The VN AF
Strike Plans branch, located in the TACC, then
issues the frag order for all the CTZ's.
The targets passed to the TACC by the TASE
are a levy to be satisfied within the limits of air
resources available. The requirements are passed
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to the Strike Plans Branch in the TACC where
the requests are matched with aircraft available
for the following day. The strike planners then
prepare the frag'mentary orders which task the
fighter wings with the missions.
A typical US Army pl'eplanned close air support strike might start at the battalion level.
The brigade is planning a search and destroy
operation and a particular battalion commandel'
needs an air strike for landing zone (LZ) preparation for a planned helicopter assault. The battalion ALO has examined the LZ area to deter- '
mine the most effective ordnance to be employed .
. In selecting the ordnance, factors such as the
area to be covered, the nature of the terrain, the
tree trunk size, and the type and density of the
jungle canopy must be considered. In some instances it is the ALO who recommends to the
ground commander that an ail' strike be requested
for a specific purpose.
The battalion commander also has several
other air strike requests for the following day.
For each request, the grid coordinates, desired
ordnance, Time Over Target (TOT), latest acceptable TOT, a brief target description, and
desired results are listed. The requests ale then
numbered in order of priority and sent up to brigade.
Brigade examines the request lists from all its
battalions and prepares a consolidated list, also
numbering the requests in order of priolity. The
list is forwarded to division which goes through
the same process and obtains province chief approval if necessary. The division list is passed to
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FFV level, again co.nso.lidated with o.ther lists, and
sent to. the MACV TASE. A TACP is lo.cated at
the battalio.n Tactical Operatio.ns Center (TOC)
and at each ascending level TOC. As the request
is fo.rwarded it is examined by the TACP ALO
at each level.
The o.riginal battalio.n request fo.r an LZ prep
air strike is still high o.n the co.nso.lidated list sent
to. the MACV TASE, is appro.ved there, and fo.rwarded to. the TACC still ho.lding a high prio.rity.
The request, alo.ng with all the o.thers fo.r the
fo.llo.wing day, arrives in the Strike Plans Branch
o.f the TACC. The strike planners determine the
number and type o.f aircraft, o.rdnance, TOT, and
rendezvo.us po.int with the F AC fo.r each strike.
Calls are made to. the vario.us wings and DASC's
advising them o.f what strikes are co.ming o.n the
frag o.rder. The DASC passes the info.rmatio.n
do.wn to. the divisio.n ALO's who. radio. the targets
to. the vario.us F AC's. In this way the F AC learns
during early evening what preplanned strikes he
will be directing the fo.llo.wing day.
Meanwhile, the Strike Plans Branch co.nso.lidates all preplanned strikes into. the daily frag
o.rder and dispatches it to. all interested agencies.
The frag is received by the tasked aircraft units
the evening prio.r to. the strikes and the airplanes
are armed with the specified munitio.ns.
On the mo.rning o.f the missio.n, the FAC takes
o.ff, calls the TACP at his takeo.ff lo.catio.n that
he is airbo.rne, and calls the TACP serving the
unit which requested the preplanned strike to.
advise them that he is enro.ute to. the target. The
F AC also. determines if there has been any change
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in the TOT, grid coordinates, etc. He checks with
weather, then calls artillery advisory for infonnation on present artillery fire in order to clear himself and to plan a safe approach for the fighters.
He may also call the G / S-3 Air of the unit
requesting the strike for a detailed target description. The request may have only said something such as "known enemy way station" and
provided a six digit grid location (100 meter
square). The FAC can place the ordnance more
precisely if he can get a more specific description such as "just west of the big white boulder
upstream from the large dead tree." Under no
circumstances should the numerical grid be referred to in the clear earlier than one hour before
TOT and, if possible, before 20 minutes or so prior
to TOT.
This target description may have been available
from the requesting unit TACP which the F AC
has already contacted. On the other hand, the
request may have come from a company commander out in the weeds. If so, the F AC has to
get the company call sign and frequency, and
contact it to get the target description.
There may be several artillery clearances which
the FAC has to obtain: division, brigade, and two
battalions if the target is less than 1000 meters
from the operational boundary between them.
From each of these the F AC must g'et clearance
to expend, friendly locations, and confirmation of
target grid.
N ow the F AC is ready to contact the ground
commander with whom he will be working. Nor-
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mally he is the commander of the closest friendlies. The F AC obtains from him the most current
information on location of the closest friendlies,
scheme of maneuver, and what specifically the
commander wants from the strike aircraft ordnance. The FAC gives him the latest information
on when to expect the fighters, has him stand by
to mark his position, and advises him to have his
troops take cover (depending upon the ordnance
to be used and the distance from friendly troops
to the target). The ground commander will appreciate knowing what kind of fighters are coming, what ordnance they will employ, and in what
direction they will be working.
Sometimes the ground commander is directing'
his forces from a helicopter and may want to
mark the target. In this case, the helicopterborne ground commander can assess damage between strikes, mark new targets, and assess total
damage. The F AC should let the ground commander know what UHF frequency the fighters
will be handled on so that the commander can
monitor F AC directions.
Meanwhile, the strike pilots have been briefed
on the mission and weather, and have taken off.
They are controlled by CRC's and CRP's until
approximately five minutes prior to reaching the
rendezvous point with the F AC, at which time
they switch over to the F AC frequency.
The FAC makes sure he is on the designated
frequency 15 minutes or more prior to rendezvous
time. As soon as he has the fighters in radio
contact he shifts them to another discrete frequency. The F AC should keep all his radios
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turned up so he can receive instructions from
various sources to cease fire or change target;
TACP on VHF, fighters on UHF, ground commander or artillery clearance agency (if he is not
working with a ground commander) on FM.
When he contacts the fighters the F AC ascertains their mission number, altitude and position,
number of aircraft, amount and types of ordnance,
and the maximum time they can remain in the
area. He describes the target to the strike pilots,
gives them a clear route of approach, and tells
them the location of both enemy and friendly
troops. He also advises them of a bailout area
and the F AC holding position, and establishes attack headings and break-off headings which will
prevent the fighters from overflying friendly
troops when delivering ordnance. He then determines the sequence of ordnance delivery. Often
the bombs are first and the BLU-27's are saved
until last. This exchange of information between
F AC and fighters is essential to effective delivery
of ordnance with a minimum of risk to the F AC,
fighters, and friendly ground forces.
When the fighters are orbiting overhead and
visual contact is clearly established, the F AC has
the friendly ground unit mark its location. When
friendly positions are firmly delineated, the FAC
marks the target with his rockets (or clears the
local commander in his helicopter to mark), and
clears the fighters in. He transmits specific clearance to expend to each fighter on every individual
pass when he is sure that the aircraft is properly
aligned on target.
The F AC should place himself in a position
where he can always see both the fighters and
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the target. After the initial pass, the F AC directs
subsequent attacks to insure adequate target
destruction. One of the best methods is to provide
adjustment in reference to the last ordnance drop.
Corrections are given in meters from the last hit
in relation to the desired target. Although the
F AC has the responsibility to approve or disapprove the strike, this does not relieve the fighter
pilot of the responsibility of terminating the
strike if he sees a potentially dangerous situation
develop.
After expending all their ordnance, the fighters
hold "high and dry" at altitude out of gun range
and receive a Bomb Damage Assessment (BDA)
report from the F AC. The flight leader ascertains
that the last fighter is off target and that the
F AC is safely away from the target area. When
released by the F AC, the flight joins up and leaves
the F AC frequency to re-establish positive radar
contact for the flight home. Upon returning to
base, the strike pilots go directly to an intelligence debriefing to relate information on type
target, tactics employed, ground fire encountered,
BDA, and other significant data. The F AC passes
BDA to the T ACP associated with the ground
unit supported. This TACP passes the BDA to
the DASC who routes it to 7AF Intelligence.
Immediate Strikes
It is not possible for the ground commander to
know how his battle plan will evolve or when he
may encounter unexpected opposition. Thus, there
is another type of request for close air supportthe immediate air strike requirement. The same
basic approval process takes place for immediate
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requests as for preplanned ones, but at a much
more rapid pace.
Immediate requests are transmitted through
the Air Force request net directly to the DASC.
Each ascending level of the US Army command
monitors these transmissions through its respective TACP; if the request is approved, radio
silence is maintained. If the request can be
satisfied by using the weapons available to the
higher command, then the request is disapproved
and the requesting unit is advised of the support
to be furnished. As mentioned previously, authority to approve strikes has usually been predelegated to US ground commanders by Vietnamese
officials. When an immediate strike is required by
Vietnamese forces, the request is initially forwarded to the province chief who passes it to
corps where it is handed to the DASC.
When the request is approved at corps (ARVN),
Field Force (US), or III MAF (US) level, it becomes mandatory for the DASC to fulfill the
requirement. The DASC may divert an airborne
flight in the corps area to meet the call for
immediate help. More commonly, the DASC will
request the TACC to divert fighters from an
adjacent corps area or to scramble ground alert
aircraft. (As mentioned in Chapter 2, I DASC is
allocated scramble aircraft and need only inform
the TACC of their launch.) Strike aircraft are
maintained on ground alert at all strike bases to
respond to these immediate requests. These alert
aircraft are usually able to arrive at any target
in less than 40 minutes after the ground commander has initiated a call for help. It usually
takes the battalion or brigade about this long to
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ascertain the extent of opposition and friendly
force positions. Consequently, this response is
adequate for the normal tactical situation.
Let us assume that a US infantry brigade has
two battalions engaged in a search and destroy
operation north of Pleiku. These battalions have
been suddenly engaged by what they estimate to
be major elements of a North Vietnamese Army
regiment known to be operating in the area.
One battalion is receiving heavy weapons fire
and is pinned down. At the battalion TOC, the
ALO has the TACP radio operator call the DASC
requesting an immediate air strike. The DASC
diverts an allocated preplanned strike to satisfy
the requirement. Meanwhile, at the battalion
TACP, the ALO has called either an airborne or
ground alert F AC to advise him of the mission.
(If the battalion has no TACP, as is often the
case, the battalion TOC will call the brigade TOC
where the ALO then calls both the DASC and the
FAC.)
The control of the fighters to the rendezvous
point, the duties of the F AC, and the execution
of the strike are generally identical to the sequence of events during a preplanned strike-with
two notable exceptions.
The F AC has two particularly essential responsibilities. His initial task is establishing the
location of friendly and enemy troops. Since
many enemy attacks are initiated at night, and
subsequent intermingling and movement of ground
forces often occurs, the problem of sorting out
who is where can be especially difficult, for the
ground commander as well as the FAC. Secondly,
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the F AC must be quick to assess the overall situation as to whether more strikes are needed. If
additional strikes are necessary, the FAC radios
either the division or brigade TACP who passes
the request to the appropriate DASC.
Night Operations
Night operations constitute a major part of our
combat actions. The enemy launches most of his
attacks during the hours of darkness; against
regular troop units and particularly against small
provincial outposts. The VC objective is to overrun the outpost before help can arrive. These
outposts are defended by local Vietnamese forces
and are not expected to hold out indefinitely. This
threat has presented a challenging problem to
7AF.
To counter this small scale night attack, 7AF
has an "on call" weapon system specifically designed for this action. This is the AC-47, known
as "Spooky," a World War II transport aircraft
modified by the installation of three sidefiring
7.62 mm miniguns, each capable of firing 6000
rounds per minute. It also carries 45 two million
candlepower flares.
Each night these aircraft are placed in orbits
over bases strategically located throughout the
country. These airborne alert missions are fragged on a monthly basis by the TACC. Other AC47's are placed on ground alert. The airborne aircraft can provide fire support to any of the
major complexes in the four ARVN corps areas
within a matter of minutes. They are provided
in two shifts nightly.
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Each of the provincial outposts is tied to the
province (sector) headquarters by radio nets,
either directly or through the district (subsector)
post. If the outpost needs air support, it transmits a request to the province chief who contacts
the appropriate corps Tactical Operations Center
(TOC). While the request is being approved and
coordinated by the ARVN G-3 Air at the DASC
(DASC's are collocated with corps TOC's), the
DASC duty officer contacts the orbiting AC-47
through the appropriate CRC/CRP and diverts
it to the scene. The DASC passes the coordinates
and radio frequency of the ground unit or outpost.
While the airborne alert aircraft is enroute to the
embattled outpost, the ground alert AC-47 takes
off to replace it in orbit over the base.
As soon as the request is approved, "Spooky"
is cleared to fire once radio (FM) contact is established with personnel on the ground at the
outpost. Radio contact between the ground and
"Spooky" is maintained through a Vietnamese
observer aboard the aircraft. When the AC-47
arrives on the scene, it dispenses flares to illuminate the target. If the ground commander has
troops in contact and asks for fire SUPPOI't, the
AC-47 is authorized to provide it. The guns,
mounted in the fuselage and pointed almost parallel to the wing, are used to strafe enemy positions while the aircraft orbits and continues to
drop flares.
In addition to the gunships, fighter .aircraft on
strip alert are maintained for actions where
heavier fire support is required. When these aircraft are scrambled, the AC-47 will act as a flal'eship to illuminate the target for their attack.
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Frequently, the flare illumination of the outpost
is sufl'icient in itself to compel the Viet Cong to
break off the attack.
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Finally, in addition to the alert AC-47 operations described above, separate "Spooky" aircraft
support and participate in preplanned strikes in
conjunction with fighter strike aircraft and F AC's.
These preplanned AC-47 missions are fragged 24
hours in advance and are included in the daily
frag issued by the TACC Strike Plans Branch.
These night missions are controlled by a F AC
who directs both the AC-47 and the fighters.
"Spooky" drops flares to illuminate the target so
that the F AC can put in the fighter strikes. After
the fighters have expended, the AC-47 may be
directed by the F AC to strike any remaining
targets.
ABCCC

An Airborne Battlefield Command and Control
Center (ABCCC), although not normally utilized
in South Vietnam, is sometimes employed incountry to direct the air portion of a special operation. The ABCCC functions as an extension of
the 7AF TACC and is responsible for controlling
all air operations, artillery, and naval gunfire
within its designated area. It is a TACC and a
DASC all rolled into one, and airborne.
Forces are allocated to the ABCCC from several
sources. The TACC frags preplanned strikes into
the area and can scramble ground alert aircraft
to support ABCCC requests. F AC aircraft are
also made available. Preplanned missions into
adjacent areas, including Navy and Marine flights,
can be diverted to the ABCCC for more lucrative
targets. The ABCCC can, on its own authority,
divert preplanned strikes bound for targets in its
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area of responsibility. If strike aircraft are not
available or practical, the ABCCC can pass the
target to artillery.
The ABCCC acquires many targets from F AC
and illuminator aircraft sightings. Most strikes
are directed by a F AC, but ground-controlled radar can be utilized if necessary. The ABCCC allocates strike forces and F AC's to targets revealed by illuminator aircraft on a priority basis.
All-Weather

Ope~ra tion

If weather precludes a visual attack during the
day or night, 7AF has the capability to respond
with a radar-directed attack by tactical fighters .
Normally, this system will not be used in a close
air support role, either to support a commander's
ground maneuver or to provide fire support for
an embattled outpost, because it is less accurate
than F AC-directed strikes. This radar-directed
method is discussed in detail in a later chapter.

Operations Unique to This Theater
Offensive air operations in South Vietnam have
been tailored to operate within the relatively permissive environment that exists because of our
domination in the air. This is the key to any
changes from the textbook or classical method
of operation. Certain tactics and techniques developed here would not, in all likelihood, be feasible in an area where the enemy could employ
effective air defense weapons. Our present air
superiority, coupled with the enemy's lack of
effective heavy antiaircraft weapons, has allowed
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us to employ some nonstandard weapons systems
and tactics.
The u11l'estricted use of an airborne F AC is one
example. The ability to put him above the heavy
ground foliage, where he can pinpoint both foe
and friend alike, has been of inestimable value in
the prosecution of this war. This would be much
more hazardous in a nonpermissive environment.
The AC-47 is another example.
Tactics and Delivery Techniques
Tactics employed in close support and strike
operations in-country are dictated by a number
of factors, principally, the nature of enemy
defenses, the nearness of friendly forces, the target environment (terrain and foliage), weather,
and, finally, the type of ordnance. Medium angle
or high angle deliveries are favored where defenses and / or terrain and foliage are a factor.
Such deliveries permit maximum visibility of the
target with minimum exposure. For high drag
ordnance, low angle dive deliveries are generally
preferred in lieu of level deliveries.
A variety of ordnance may be delivered on a
given mission. Two and three ship flights are
common; each aircraft makes individual attacks.
A variety of attack methods may be used on a
single mission depending upon the types of ordnance carried as well as the existing situation.
In all cases, the flight commander makes the
decisions on the tactics to be employed in the
attack, guided by Seventh Air Force and unit
policies, and also by the instructions of the Forward Air Controller who directs each strike.
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The F AC's requests concerning sequence of
ordnance delivery and attack headings are normally followed by the flight commander unless
other considerations dictate a change, in which
case concurrence of the F AC is always obtained.
Ordnance

A wide variety of ordnance is available for close
air support operations in-country. The most frequently used are the general purpose high explosive bombs, commonly referred to as "iron
bombs." Also used are the BLU (bomb live unit)
anti-personnel and materiel weapons, and the
many CBU (cluster bomb unit) types. Finally,
many aircraft utilize the effective 2.75 inch
rockets, 20 mm cannon, 7.62 mm miniguns, and
50 caliber machine guns.
When penetration is desired, as against bunkers
or caves, the general purpose bombs are used.
The CBU weapons are used against troops in the
open, particularly for linear targets such as enemy positions along canals. Because of the delivery accuracy of most BLU weapons, BLU
ordnance is utilized against a variety of targets
including those in the immediate vicinity of
friendly forces.
The 2.75 inch rocket is used against ill-defined
"soft" targets such as those encountered during
the escort of herbicide or cargo-drop aircraft
when the exact position of the enemy is not
known. Finally, the 20 mm cannon remains a
formidable weapon and is universally desired by
closely engaged ground commanders because of
the accuracy with which it can be brought to bear
on the enemy.
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Although cost is not a consideration in the
fragging process, it should be noted th~t the CBU
weapons are far more expensive than general
purpose or BL U types. The CBU's cost approximately $1000 to $4500 apiece compared to roughly
$300 to $500 for BLU and general purpose bombs.
Preplanned strikes are fragg'ed for specific ordnance; loads of all munitions types are available
on aircraft standing strip alert for immediate
strikes. If there are not enough aircraft available
armed with the required munitions, last minute
load changing problems can occur.
Finally,
particular
facilitated
nance can

the delivery of effective munitions to
targets in South Vietnam has been
by the fact that many types of ordbe used against a variety of targets.

Summary
Seventh Ail' Force has been very successful
in fulfilling the requirement of close air support
for the ground commander. This has been
achieved by using both preplanned and immediate
air strikes. Preplanned strikes are requested by
the ground commander a day in advance and after
screening by higher headquarters are levied on
7 AF as a requirement. Immediate air strikes are
a result of unforeseen enemy action and can
usually be requested and on the target within a
matter of minutes.
The majol'ity of these missions are controlled
by an airborne Forward Air Controller who relays
Bomb Damage Assessment after the strike. The
exception to the airborne F AC-directed strike is
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the radar-directed bombing mission. This method
is used primarily on preplanned missions at night
or when weather precludes a visual attack.
Night attacks by enemy forces against isolated
outposts created a problem which necessitated the
development of a new type of weapon systemthe AC-47. A transport modified by the addition
of three highly effective miniguns, this aircraft
also has the capability of lighting up the target
area with flares for its own attack or for tactical
fighters which might be called upon for heavier
firepower.
Finally, the light enemy air defenses in South
Vietnam allow 7AF pilots to operate with relative
impunity against close air support targets. While
it is obviously desirable to take full advantage
of this freedom, we should not assume that this
situation represents a model for the future.
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Chapter 4
DIRECT AIR SUPPORT STRIKES

Introduction
In addition to the close air support strikes
discussed in the preceding chapter, there are certain other missions which contribute directly to
the ground war and yet cannot be classified as
close air support in the classical sense. Many of
these interdiction and other direct air support
strikes are conducted in visual conditions under
the control of a F AC.
As the Vietnamese conflict escalated, however,
it became increasingly clear that there was a
requirement for an all-weather capability for
striking targets on an immediate and preplanned
basis. There also was a requirement for large
scale bombing of certain supply points and safe
havens of the Viet Cong in South Vietnam. These
requirements led to the utilization of groundcontrolled radar air strikes and the inclusion of
Strategic Air Command (SAC) B-52 bombers in
the conflict.
F AC-Controlled Strikes
Preplanned direct air support missions directed
by F AC's are planned, fragged, and executed in
the same manner as are preplan ned close air
support strikes. Targets are nominated by both
Air Force and ground force sources. As with
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close air support missions, all strikes must be
approved by Vietnamese officials (either on an
individual basis or through predelegated authority
to a ground commander) and coordinated with the
fire and movement of friendly ground forces.
Immediate direct air support strikes are also conducted against a variety of targets in a manner
similar to immediate close air missions.
Ground-Controlled Radar Bombing
As a backup for F AC-directed strikes, the
USAF MSQ-77 (Skyspot) and USMC TPQ-IO
ground-controlled radar systems can be utilized
to accomplish direct air support missions. These
systems are not intended to replace visual bombing, but rather to complement it during poor
weather and darkness. They are also used for
precise target acquisition during visual conditions
when a F AC is not available or his utilization is
impractical.
The MSQ-77 radar is a modification of the
MSQ-35 radar bomb-scoring unit employed by
SAC for many years to plot simulated bomb
impact points in training SAC combat crews.
This radar is line of sight and is therefore
limited by earth curvature and obstructions.
There are enough sites in the MSQ-77 and
TPQ-IO systems to provide overlapping coverage
over all of South Vietnam. Thousands of sorties
have been controlled by these units at night and
during poor weather conditions. Although principally used for preplanned night strikes in a
harassment and interdiction role, radar-directed
strikes have been effectively utilized on an immediate basis and in close air support of engaged
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ground forces. On several occasions, ordnance
has been delivered as close as 250 meters to
our own forces when they were in difficulty and
we could not strike visually.
Preplanned radar-directed strikes are fragged
by the TACC along with other in-country missions. Ordnance always consists of bombs; napalm is not used. After takeoff the strike aircraft
are passed from the appropriate CRC/CRP to a
MSQ-77 or TPQ-10 station which directs the
strike. The station provides heading, altitude, and
airspeed directions to the pilot and, using bomb
release tables and wind direction data, guides
the strike aircraft by radar plot to a computed
bomb release point.
Aircraft can be diverted to accomplish immediate strikes via radar direction after coordination
between the DASC and the radar station. The
DASC must provide the target coordinates in
eight digits, delivery heading and allowable deviation, position of friendlies, and TOT requirements to the controlling radar station.
B-52 Strikes
Strategic Air Command B-52 forces support
COMUSMACV in his mission to defeat the enemy
in South Vietnam. This is carried out through a
systematic program of saturation bombing of
area targets. The force currently strikes from
three to seven separate targets in a 24-hour
period and provides over 1200 sorties per month.
The B-52 aircraft have been modified to carry
up to 108 500-pound bombs internally and externally-a total of 27 tons. Various combination
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loads of 500, 750, and lOOO-pound bombs are being
used with fusing to fit the target and terrain.
Command and control of the B-52 forces in
Southeast Asia are unique. Control of the force
does not fall totally to the 7AF Commander;
however, in his role as DEPCOMUSMACV for
Air Operations, he is capable of exercising the
amount of control necessitated by the tactical
situation. The tactics, techniques, and operating
practices of the B-52 forces are entirely determined by SAC.
Under normal circumstances, COMUSMACV is
the approving authority for all B-52 strikes in
South Vietnam. Targets are selected from the
requests received from the corps (ARVN) and
FFV or III MAF (US) ground commanders, JCS,
CINCPAC, 7AF, and various agencies within the
intelligence community, and arranged on the basis
of priority. The desired TOT, type ordnance, grid
coordinates, number of aircraft, and other standard strike criteria are established and a strike
request giving these details is transmitted to · the
3rd Air Division (SAC) through the SAC ADVON
(Strategic Air Command Advanced Echelon).
The preparation and transmission of the strike
request is under the cognizance of the DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Operations, the 7AF
Commander.
The 3rd Air Division completes the detailed
planning necessary to effect the strike within
the parameters established by the DEPCOMUSMACV for Air Operations, and submits this
information to all interested agencies. Using this
data, 7AF then completes the mission planning
by arranging for the aircraft necessary to pro-
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teet the bombers. The TACC frag's the protective
aircraft and completes the coordination with all
in-country agencies that will monitor, protect,
and control the mission.
The B-52 missions do not operate within the
Tactical Air Control System as we know it. The
flights are conducted on an altitude reservation
basis through agreement with the South Vietnamese Government's aviation agency. The bomb-
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ers are radar monitored by CRP's and CRC's
throughout Southeast Asia to provide safe separation from tactical air traffic. Should tactical
situations necessitate a deviation from the
planned mission, existing command and control
procedures enable the 7AF Commander to divert
the B-52 force.
Psychologically, the B-52 raids have had a
damaging effect on the morale of the enemy, as
attested by captured troops and returnees. In
some cases, it has taken several days for survivors of B-52 strikes to regroup into an effective
force.
Operations Unique to This Theater
As with close air support strikes, discussed
in the previous chapter, the permissive environment in South Vietnam allows SAC bombers a
freedom of action that would be unusual in a
general war. The radar-controlled strikes are
also possible because of advantages we enjoy
through complete air superiority.
Summary
Since June 1965, B-52's have adapted their
tremendous bombing power to striking enemy
base camps, supply points, and troop concentrations. Missions are normally fragged 24 hours
in advance but friendly troops in contact with an
enemy force can have bomber support within
hours from a SAC alert force or by diversion of
B-52's from another target. The B-52 raids have
seriously hampered the enemy's ability to mass
large concentrations of men and supplies.
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To continue our around-the-clock pressure on
the enemy, a radar bombing capability is utilized.
This system is used primarily for night and poor
weather operations against preplanned area targets; but, in an emergency, it can be used to
deliver weapons in close support of a ground commander who is pressed into a defensive situation
by the enemy.
The B-52 raids and the assistance of radarcontrolled strikes have materially enhanced and
augmented interdiction and other direct air support operations in South Vietnam.
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Chapter 5
AIR DEFENSE

Introduction

Defense of the Republic of Vietnam against
hostile air attack is the responsibility of the
Seventh Air Force Commander. As Commander
of the Mainland Southeast Asia Air Defense
Region, he is responsible directly to CINCPACAF
and exercises operational control over a multiservice force of fighter-interceptors and surfaceto-air missiles. These forces are controlled
through the radar agencies of the Tactical Air
Control System.
Fighter-Interceptors
The 405th Fighter Wing, with headquarters at
Clark Air Base in the Philippines, maintains
F-102 operating detachments at strategic locations on the SEA mainland. These units are
assigned to or under the operational control of
the 7AF Commander. The detachments, manned
by a full complement of pilots, maintenance and
supply personnel, and armament technicians, are
essentially self-supporting. Aircraft and personnel, are rotated into the theater periodically from
Clark AB. To augment the F-102's, the 1st
Mal'ine Air Wing places a limited number of
F-4B aircraft at Danang or Chu Lai on air defense alert. The US Navy also maintains air71
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craft on carrier alert for protection of the fleet
in the Tonkin Gulf.
Surface-To-Air Missiles
Hawk antiaircraft missile system units are
installed for the defense of certain military installations in South Vietnam. These Hawk units
are provided by both the US Army and the Third
Marine Amphibious Force. Batteries of these
weapons are on alert posture as directed by 7AF
regulations; operational control is exercised by
the 7 AF Commander.
Augmentation Forces
Should intelligence indicate a developing high
threat of air attack against the Republic of
Vietnam, the air defense force would be augmented. Specfied numbers of tactical fighters
would be armed with air defense weapons for
employment against the airborne attackers.
Ground Radar System
Long range radars of the Tactical Air Control
System operate as the "eyes" of the air defense
network. Radar information from Control and
Reporting Posts (CRP's) and Forward Air Control Posts (FACP's) is channeled to the two Control and Reporting Centers (CRC's) responsible
for surveillance of the two air defense sectors
of the Republic. These CRC's, "Panama" Control
at Danang and "Paris" Control at Tan Son Nhut,
filter air defense data and forward specific infor-
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mation to the Defense Branch of the Combat
Operations Center, TACC, so that the Commander
may follow the air battle. Responsibility for
initiating tactical action and for controlling the
air defense battle is normally delegated to the
CRC's.
Operations
Generally, classical air defense techniques have
been adapted for use in South Vietnam. Air
Defense Identification Zones (ADIZ's) are established surrounding the Republic of Vietnam.
These zones roughly follow political borders between the Republic and contiguous countries and
extend seaward approximately 80 miles from the
RVN shoreline. It is the mission of air defense
to identify all air traffic penetrating or appearing
in an ADIZ.
Nontactical military traffic and all civilian
traffic operating in and over South Vietnam must
file flight plans with appropriate Air Route
Traffic Control facilities. These flight plans are
made available to the air defense system through
Air Movements Identification personnel located
with the Saigon Air Route Traffic Control Center,
the ARTCC for the Republic. Flight plans are
called to the CRC's for all aircraft scheduled to
penetrate their area of responsibility. Radar detections then are compared with flight plan data
and correlation is attempted. The hundreds of
Allied tactical aircraft operating over South
Vietnam at any given time are, for the most
part, under the constant control of the Tactical
Air Control System and are readily identified
through the appropriate control agency.
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Aircraft detected whose identity cannot be
established by flight plan or by correlation with
a military control agency are identified visually
by air defense interceptors scrambled by the
CRC's. Should the hostile intent of an unidentified aircraft be established, interceptor aircraft
would be ordered to destroy the attacker. In the
case of an adequate strategic warning of attack,
a system of Strategic Orbit Points (STOP's)
would be employed, with airborne interceptors
operating from these STOP's to engage the
enemy at maximum possible range.
Tactics utilized by interceptor aircraft in South
Vietnam are the standard tactics described in
AFM 3-16. In locations close to the missiledefended areas, the CRC assigns, through collocated Army Air Defense Command Posts
(AADCP's), aircraft tracks to the Hawk missile
system for engagement and destruction.
While the concept of operations, weapons, and
tactics are those used in classical air defense,
Southeast Asia air defense is tailored to accommodate several differences in the practical application of these classical elements. The SEA Air
Defense Region operates largely without any of
the radar early warning available in the NORAD
(North American Air Defense Command) environment. Sharing a political boundary, the
defended area faces the belligerent's area and
neutral areas over which organic radar provides
the only coverage. Many of our installations
lie close to the border; therefore, warning times
for them are limited in case of an attack by
high speed aircraft. Since the radar ground environment of the Tactical Air Control System
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serves a dual purpose, air defense procedures
must be compatible with the tremendous workloads generated by the high density traffic of
the in-country air war. The same equipment and
personnel must do both offensive and defensive
jobs, frequently putting a strain on the radar
system.
The tactical air control elements of Seventh Air
Force are an integral part of the Southeast Asia
Integrated Tactical Air Control System (SEAITACS). Within the Republic of Vietnam, the
US TACS is superimposed over an existing national air defense system; this combined system
and a similar one in Thailand are integrated by
common communications and procedures to form
the basis for SEAITACS. Thus, the TACS consists of a combination of facilities which may be
manned and operated jointly by US/national
elements or it may be a unilateral US facility.
All elements of the three countries operate in
concert as SEAIT ACS to provide a command
control system for the Southeast Asia Air Defense Region.

Summary
The air defense of South Vietnam is entrusted
to a multiservice force of fighters and surfaceto-air missiles under the operational command of
the 7AF Commander. This force consists of
F-102's deployed from Clark Air Base, a number
of 1st Marine Air Wing F-4B's, augmentation
forces drawn from tactical fighter units, and
surface-to-air Hawk missile units of both the
US Army and the US Marine Corps.
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Radar early warning and control is one of the
missions of the Tactical Air Control System.
Refined procedures are required since the control
of both offensive and defensive aircraft generates a tremendous workload on the radar system.
Generally, the tactics and procedures used in the
air defense of South Vietnam are those which
are described in AFM 3-16. As is typical of most
tactical theaters, there is a lack of a forward
net of radar stations for early detection and
identification. Warning times are thus limited.
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Chapter 6
RECONNAISSANCE

Introduction
Most of the reconnaissance performed in South
Vietnam is in support of ground forces. This
includes the missions required to support friendly
ground force maneuver and the vast number of
sorties flown daily on a continuing basis to search
out new enemy activity. Sorties are also flown
to assess bomb damage after air strikes.
Seventh Air Force is charged with providing
aerial reconnaissance in support of operations
conducted by US forces, other Free World Military Assistance Forces (FWMAF), and Republic
of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF). Specifically
charged with this task is the 460th Tactical
Reconnaissance Wing which operates RF-4C,
RF-IOl, RB-57, and EC-47 aircraft. Other USAF
tactical aircraft units acquire intelligence information as a secondary role in their missions.
Army organic aircraft are used to fulfill certain
reconnaissance requirements of ground commanders. However, many requirements, including
photographic and infrared coverage of large areas
for terrain study and map supplements, and
similar coverage of communications lines, are
beyond the capability of Army organic reconnaissance systems and this support is provided
by the Air Force.
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Types of Reconnaissance
There are five types of reconnaissance sensors
employed in South Vietnam: photographic, electronic, infrared, SLAR, and visual. Specifically,
the 460th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing is responsible for conducting the first four types;
visual reconnaissance is conducted by all aircrews
flying over South Vietnam. The airborne Forward
Air Controller is a major contributor of visual
reconnaissance information.
Photographic reconnaissance provides a graphic
source of information for detailed study and
analysis. Photography obtained is processed by
Photo Processing and Interpretation Facilities
(PPIF's) assigned to each tactical reconnaissance
squadron. Both black and white and color photography, including camouflage detection, are available. Area coverage (complete coverage to provide area information), pinpoint coverage (coverage of a particular target or place of interest),
and strip coverage (linear coverage along a specific l'oute) constitute the principal types of
coverage available. Photo reconnaissance may be
performed at night with the employment of flares
to illuminate the area to be photographed.
Electronic reconnaissance is used to locate
and analyze electromagnetic radiation devices.
In South Vietnam, it is used primarily to locate
control and communications systems either during the day or at night. Should the enemy attain
the capability of gun-laying antiaircraft radar,
this form of reconnaissance would be used to
ferret them out.
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Infrared reconnaissance is used at night to
record on film any areas or objects that emit
heat. Such emissions can be indicative of enemy
activity.
Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) sensors
have the capability of locating both fixed and, to
some extent, moving targets along routes of
infiltration such as canals, rivers, and seacoast.
Visual reconnaissance (VR) is a rapid means
of securing current information. The US Army
organic aircraft do much of the VR in FWMAF
areas. The majority of the remaining VR in
South Vietnam is conducted by the airborne
FAC's located throughout the country. About 70
percent of the 10,000 FAC sorties flown each
month are in support of the VR program. Each
F AC is assigned a particular sector and he
systematically patrols this area on a daily basis.
From these daily flights a pattern of the habits
of the populace becomes discernible and any disruption of this pattern is cause for closer scrutiny. When the pattern changes, the FAC reports
it to the province chief who may elect to accompany the F AC on the next flight. A significant
amount of intelligence is gathered in this manner.
When the F AC lands he is debriefed by a F AC
intelligence airman or by sector intelligence personnel who then forward the information to the
DASC. Here the information from the various
TACP's is consolidated and submitted via message to the TACC. This report is the Daily
Intelligence Summary (DISUM). Items include
enemy activity, structures, base areas, logistics,
infiltration routes, and Bomb Damage Assessment
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(BDA) after air strikes. The DISUM is used
by the DCS/lntelligence at 7AF to develop tar~
gets, verify existing intelligence, determine the
effectiveness of weapons systems used against
the enemy, and to degrade targets which have
been struck. Additionally, the information is used
to compile data on the successes of particular
air strikes including enemy casualties inflicted
by aircraft weapons.
Reconnaissance Requests
Specific requests for aerial reconnaissance
normally begin with the ground commander. Air
Force reconnaissance officers assigned to the
DASC's, along with unit ALO's, assist ground
commanders in requesting aerial reconnaissance.
These officers advise and assist the Army G / S-2
staff on matters pertaining to aerial reconnaissance, review reconnaissance requests, and arrange for artillery coordination for all reconnaissance missions flown in their area of responsibility.
Requests are processed in approximately the
same manner as are requests for air strikes:
through the Field Forces Vietnam (US), III MAF
(US), and ARVN corps. In addition to those
from field units, other requests are originated by
various agencies within the intelligence community such as 7AF DCS/lntelligence, the MACV
Combined Intelligence Center Vietnam (CICV),
and the Military Assistance Command Studies
and Observations Group (MACSOG).
All requests for reconnaissance are forwarded
to the MACV TASE where a MACV J-2 Air
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officer validates and approves the request. The
requirement is then passed to the 7AF In-Country
Reconnaissance Staff. Each request includes type
product desired, scale, Date No Longer of Value
(DNLV), and priority. The In-Country Reconnaissance Operations Branch prepares the fragmentary order that tasks the 460th TRW. The
460th then groups assigned targets according
to priorities, forecast weather, and system capabilities.
Reconnaissance missions are flight followed by
elements of the TACS after prearranged coordination with Fire Support Coordination Centers
(FSCC's) to provide clearance from artillery.
Normally, each mission will be assigned several
target areas. The reconnaissance operation continues 24 hours a day, employing infrared and
radar at night to complement photography.
Reconnaissance U tiliza tion
Once the reconnaissance aircraft has returned,
the exploitation function of producing data and
getting it to the requesting unit begins. In the
case of photography, for example, the film is
processed immediately by the PPIF attached to
the respective reconnaissance squadron. The
PPIF prepares a "trace" which specifically marks
the location of the photos, makes an Immediate
Photo Interpretation Report (IPIR), and produces
the required prints and duplicate imagery.
The IPIR is provided to the original requestor
as a spot report (teletyped or phoned). Army
Reconnaissance Liaison Officers located at the
460th TRW assist in getting this data to field
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units. The imagery and "trace" are flown to the
requestor. Army Military Intelligence Battalion
(Air Reconnaissance Support) detachments,
known as MIB (ARS), located in each corps area,
look at this data in more depth and prepare
Supplemental
Photo
Interpretation
Reports
(SUPIR's).
The ground commander uses spot reports,
photos, the IPIR, and the SUPIR in determining
whether to strike a target, when, and with what
type munitions. He may elect to use artillery
rather than an air strike. If the reconnaissance
products requested by CICV or 7AF DCS/Intelligence, for example, indicate a profitable target,
the decision to strike must still come from the
ground commander. Should a 7AF Intelligence
reconnaissance request "find" a worthwhile target, the information is passed to the appropriate
DASC, thence to the appropriate ALO who
recommends that the ground commander request
a strike.
The intelligence agencies such as CICV and
7AF DI may develop a B-52 target after studying photos, infrared reconnaissance, information
from agents, road watch reports, and visual
reconnaissance. These agencies may also develop
strike requests for spe('ial operations. These are
generally the only strikes generated and forwarded directly to the T ASE by intelligence
agencies.
Other Reconnaissance Forces
United States Marine Corps units in I Corps
and the Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) also
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provide valuable reconnaissance to complete the
picture compiled by 7AF and Army organic aircraft. The J -2 element of the T ASE supports
not only the US Army and the South Vietnamese
Army, but other Free World Military Assistance
Forces (Australian, Korean, Philippine, and Thai)
also.
Operations Unique to This Theater
The guerrilla nature of the war in South Vietnam makes it extremely difficult to accurately
plot the movements and intentions of the enemy.
This problem has been largely solved by using
Forward Air Controllers to police their sectors
on daily flights. Any change in the countryside
pattern such as lack of people in the fields,
fresh excavations, or evidence of heavy travel
along the trails, may indicate enemy activity.

Summary
Most of the reconnaissance effort in South
Vietnam is in direct support of the ground commander. Although some of his reconnaissance is
accomplished by organic aircraft, a ground commander can obtain specific reconnaissance of a
target or area by submitting a request in much
the same manner as he would request an air
strike. The request is evaluated and assigned to
a reconnaissance unit that groups it with other
assigned targets according to priorities and
weather. The mission is flight followed in the
same manner as a strike flight. A single mission
may cover as many as 15 targets. The recon87

naissance effort is an around-the-clock operation
employing infrared and radar sensors at night to
complement photography.
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Chapter 7
TACTICAL AI RLI FT

Introduction
The 834th Air Division was formed to provide
an in-country commander and staff to address
the myriad management problems associated with
the tactical airlift system in Southeast Asia. At
the time of its activation in October 1966, the
Division assumed responsibility for the world's
largest tactical airlift force. The 834th mission,
briefly stated, is to provide sustained tactical
airlift and to maintain the air line of communications for all Free World forces in Southeast
Asia by performing airlanded operations and
resupply, airborne operations and resupply, aeromedical evacuation, and defoliation.

Importance of Tactical Airlift
With the support of tactical airlift, ground
forces have extended and sustained combat operations far afield from traditional land lines of
communication. By overflying the roadways,
troops are not required to secure them and can
therefore be made available to the forward
commanders. In this light, tactical airlift finds
its true role-responsive, reliable support of the
tactical commander's needs. To this end, the
834th flies more than 32,000 sorties each month
into some 170 airfields, delivering over 100,000
tons including more than 300,000 passengers.
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Organization
The 834th Air Division is assigned to 7AF,
the Air Force Component of MACV. The major
resources available to perform the mission are
an aerial port group, a tactical airlift wing, an
air commando wing, and two detachments composed of a variable number of C-130 transport
aircraft from the 315th Air Division (PACAF)
which maintains these aircraft in South Vietnam
on a TDY basis to support the majority of
MACV's airlift requirements.
The aerial port group is a common denominator
for all in-country airlift operations. Terminal
service support for all military airlift aircraft
arriving in and departing the Republic of Vietnam is its major responsibility; this includes the
loading and off-loading of cargo and the processing and manifesting of passengers.
The group also provides combat control teams
(CCT's) equipped with fortable communications,
navigational aids, night lighting, and airfield
marking equipment all designed to facilitate
operation from remote locations. These teams
furnish airfield and air traffic control for aircraft
operation at austere locations. They may be airlanded or para-dropped into forward areas to
serve as ground control for air drops, extractions,
or airlanded deliveries.
Mobility teams are included in the APGp
organization to assist in the preparation and
planning of large unit moves, augment aerial
ports during peak operations, and supply a loading and off-loading capability at locations not
serviced by an aerial port.
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The inspection and loading of all cargo rigged
for aerial delivery is another APGp responsibility.
Finally, the APGp commander acts as traffic
advisor to the 834th Air Division. He provides
staff coordination with all airlift users on matters
relating to cargo and passenger traffic.
To accomplish its responsibilities, the APGp is
assigned three aerial port squadrons. These three
squadrons have authorized operating locations
and detachments at 42 separate, widely dispersed
locations.
The tactical airlift wing has six C-7 A Caribou
tactical airlift squadrons. The wing also provides
aircraft at six operating locations with US forces.
The C-7 A's primary mission is to provide "dedicated user" airlift to US Army units and other
Free World forces. The Caribou program was
transferred from the US Army to the Air Force
on 1 January 1967. This new airlift resource
has proved its reliability for serving airhead outposts and providing an airlift capability into
1000-foot semi-improved assault strips. There is
also a squadron of Royal Australian Air Force
Caribous, under the operational control of the
834th Air Division, which operates in the Common Service Airlift System (CSAS).
The air commando wing consists of four C-123
air commando squadrons and the UC-123 "Ranch
Hand" squadron. Of the existing airlift aircraft,
the C-123 Provider has been operating in South
Vietnam the longest. Since 1962 it has made
outstanding airlift contributions by serving remote villages and Special Forces camps, often
using unimproved assault strips in the jungles
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of III Corps or the pastures of the Delta. By
the end of Fiscal Year 1968, all air commando
wing C-123's should have completed the K Model
modification program which adds two J -85 jet
engines providing an improved short field takeoff
capability and enhancing aircraft safety.
The UC-123 squadron performs the defoliation
and crop denial mission. During the first six
months of 1967, these low flying aircraft dispensed nearly 2,400,000 gallons of herbicide.
The 834th Air Division's Detachment 1 and
Detachment 2 furnish the organizational structure for exercising operational control of the
315th Air Division C-130 aircraft assigned on a
rotational basis to the 834th. This variable C-130
force provides aircraft to the CSAS to meet the
fluid tactical airlift requirements found in this
combat environment. Force augmentation is requested by 7AF through MACV to the Chief,
Western Pacific Transportation Office of Pacific
Command (PACOM).
Airlift Services
These resources provide both "dedicated user"
and Common Service Airlift System (CSAS)
service. The Common Service Airlift System
provides tactical airlift to users who have submitted traffic requests to the MACV Traffic
Management Agency. The CSAS accounts for
over two-thirds of the tactical airlift sorties flown
in South Vietnam. The remainder is accounted
for by the "dedicated user" aircraft which are
provided to ensure Army units and certain other
Free World forces an allocation of aircraft daily
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to meet some of their specific airlift requirements.
This service is generally provided by C-7 A aircraft. When the users do not have a need for
all of the airlift available to them, the remainder
is reported as "open to port," meaning available
for use by the Common Service Airlift System.
Medical Evacuation
The 834th Air Division also performs the vital
mission of in-country aeromedical evacuation
from forward areas to rear echelon hospitals in
South Vietnam. Both routine and emergency
service is provided. Some out-country medical
evacuation missions are performed by the 834th
Air Division when the need is urgent and can be
met most rapidly by this unit. An aeromedical
evacuation squadron is responsible for directing
the aeromedical evacuation program.

Aerial Delivery
It is essential that tactical airlift be equipped
with the resources required to respond to the
user's needs under conditions found in changing
combat environments. The aircraft used in this
role often operate from crude airstrips with short,
rugged surfaces. However, the tactical environment in which the ground forces operate sometimes lacks even meager airfield facilities. When
this occurs, it often becomes tactical airlift's
responsibility to supply the ground commander's
requirements through aerial delivery. Air drops
using the Container Delivery System (CDS) have
proved to be highly effective at locations where
airlanded operations could not be conducted. In
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addition, the Low Altitude Parachute Extraction
System (LAPES) and the Parachute Low Altitude Delivery System (PLADS) have both proved
to be effective means of providing accuracy in
response to user needs where landing facilities
were not available.
Airlift Command and Control

The 834th Air Division Commander exercises
centralized control over all airlift operations
through the Airlift Control Center (ALCC). This
nerve center is an integral part of the T ACS
and is operationally connected to the TACC.
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Primary functions within the ALCC include daily
planning and coordinating of the airlift and airdrop of cargo and passengers, surveying and
classifying nearly 200 airfields and landing zones
throughout RVN, scheduling/fragging all RVN
airlift activity, and flight monitoring and controlling the active airlift force to ensure responsiveness to user's approved needs.
Fourteen Airlift Control Elements (ALCE's),
located at the major cargo generation points,
serve as extensions of the ALCC and provide
positive control and direction of daily aircraft
operations. Each ALCE is a center of coordination between the ALCC, host base, aerial port
detachment, tactical airlift squadrons, MACV
Traffic Management Agency, aircrews, customer,
and other agencies having a responsibility or
capability to support the airlift system. Welding
all activities into a quick-reacting team effort
that will ensure minimum aircraft ground time
and maximum airlift effectiveness is a prime
responsibility of the ALCE's.
Tactical Airlift Liaison Officers (T ALO's) are
located with ground commanders and logistics and
transportation staffs at Field Force, division,
and independent brigade levels. The T ALO is
analogous to the ALO/FAC and serves as an
advisor on tactical airlift matters, provides an
air lifter to customer interface, and is an important part of the emergency airlift request system.
The senior TALO located at corps or Field Force
level acts as a senior advisor for tactical airlift
and is responsive to the DASC director and/or
corps or Field Force ALO, who is the senior
Air Force representative to the Army commander
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on all tactical air support. By providing expert
advice on airlift and serving as an interface
between the user's G-4 (Logistics) and the ALCC,
the TALO is able to assist in coordinating routine
resupply, planning for unit moves, and responding
rapidly to the user's airlift needs.
Once an airlift mission is scheduled for execution, the ALCC assumes its role as the focal
point for airlift control and communicates directly
with ALCE's, aircrews, combat control teams,
controlling agencies, and T ALO's to ensure the
mission is successfully completed. The ALCC
receives all emergency priority requirements from
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the MACV Combat Operations Center. This may
require diversion of missions already operating
in order to meet an urgent required delivery date
(RDD). The centralized control achieved through
the ALCC provides the rapid response necessary
in a constantly changing tactical environment.
Generation of Airlift Requirements
All requests for air transportation must be
approved and ass-i gned a priority by the MACV
Traffic Management Agency (TMA). Once approved, routine airlift cargo is processed into the
aerial ports where it moves at the discretion of
the port manager within a given time frame.
Special airlift requests are treated differently.
The customer forwards his request through his
own organizational channels to MACV TMA
where, if approved, it becomes a requirement.
The TMA places a priority and an RDD on the
requirement and forwards it to the Airlift Control
Center where aircraft are scheduled against the
requirement to meet the RDD.
To meet the requirements levied on the SEA
Common Service Airlift System (CSAS), airlift
resources are used on both regularly scheduled
missions and daily fragged missions. Scheduled
missions comprise less than 50 percent of the
CSAS mission and are channeled through the
major cargo terminals to provide reliable movement of routine cargo, mail, and passengers.
These missions are programmed in the Quarterly
Southeast Asia Airlift Schedule. Special request
missions are scheduled on a daily fragmentary
order to airlift non-recurring requirements.
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ICRE,

Airlift requests for a MACV emergency priority (Tactical Emergency, Emergency Resupply,
or Combat Essential) must be passed up through
the requestor's organizational channels to the
MACV Combat Operations Center (COC) for
final approval. Once approved, COC levies the
ALCC to fulfill the requirement within the RDD
and time. In the meantime, the T ALO located
with the ground unit in the field notifies the
ALCC of the request. This advance notification
allows the ALCC to begin the preliminary coordination required to be responsive to the emergency
request. As a result, when the request is approved and forwarded by the COC, the airlift
system is spring-loaded and minimum delay occurs in responding to the user's immediate needs.
The early warning gained through the use of
this system has eliminated the requirement for
costly strip alert aircraft.
Summary
The largest tactical airlift force in the world
is presently employed in Southeast Asia. It has
many and varied responsibilities in providing support for all Free World forces in South Vietnam.
Its mission includes airlanded and airborne operations and resupply as well as aeromedical evacuation. In addition, the 834th Air Division is
responsible for defoliation operations.
The 834th Air Division manages many resources
to provide two basic types of airlift, "dedicated
user" and the Common Service Airlift System.
The Airlift Control Center plans, coordinates,
directs, and flight follows all airlift operations
in SEA. Airlift Control Elements aid in the
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execution of this mission at outlying air bases.
Tactical Airlift Liaison Officers are located with
ground force commanders to assist them in requesting routine and emergency airlift.
The goal of tactical airlift is customer satisfaction through improved responsiveness, reliability, and efficiency. The very nature of tactical
airlift does not always allow a true compatibility
between responsiveness and efficiency. The ground
commander is not overly concerned with airlift
problems of efficiency. He is vitally concerned,
however, about his immediate needs being supplied in a timely manner. Therefore, tactical
airlift operations in South Vietnam strive for
responsiveness in the most efficient manner
possible.
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Chapter 8
PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE AND
HERBICIDE

Introduction
The political facet of the conflict in South
Vietnam has led to an increased awareness of the
value of psychological warfare. This type of
warfare is as old as war itself; however, only
with the advent of the aircraft and improved
broadcasting systems have the influence and impact of psywar been so far-reaching.
Similarly, the employment of herbicide to expose the enemy and to deny him food has been
recognized as an important weapon in this insurgency war. The lush foliage covering most
of South Vietnam allows the enemy great freedom of action safe from our aerial reconnaissance.
Studies and tests conducted early in the Vietnamese conflict have led to the present herbicide
operations.
Psychological Warfare
To better administer this portion of the war
effort, the US Army Vietnam and 7AF have
established collocated units which work in unison
throughout South Vietnam. In each corps area,
an Army psywar company is responsible for the
overall psychological warfare effort in support
of US, Free World Military Assistance, and
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PSYWAR

PROVINCE
CHIEF

Republic of Vietnam forces. Policy guidelines are
developed by the Joint US Public Affairs Office
(JUSPAO) and the MACV Psychological Directorate. In cooperation with area commanders,
these organizations define targets and strategies
for psywar operations. Flight detachments of two
air commando squadrons are collocated with the
Army companies.
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Psywar requests from the field are submitted
by ground commanders to the psywar battalion in
their sector. The request is evaluated and assigned a priority before being forwarded to the
Psywar/Herbicide Branch of the TACC. This
branch publishes a daily fragmentary order
directing the execution of the following day's
psywar mISSIOns. Included in the frag order
with the missions requested by the field commanders are psywar missions that follow up B-52
strikes, support special activities such as the
malaria control program, and fulfill other requirements directed by Hq MACV. All B-52 incountry strikes are followed within four hours
by a psywar leaflet drop.
The psywar sortie begins with an Army briefing on the target area for the leaflet drop or
loudspeaker broadcast. Both of these missions
can be conducted by any of the three types of
aircraft assigned to psywar units-the U -10,
0-2B, and C-47. The U-10 is capable of dropping
60,000 leaflets; the 0-2B, 200,000; the C-47, one
million.
To facilitate an immediate requirement for
psywar support the F AC or ground commander
can submit the request directly to the DASC,
giving justification and type support required.
The DASC can release aircraft for this mission
without any fragmentary order from the TACC.
The Army psywar battalion is authorized direct
contact and coordination with psywar squadrons
for immediate requests of this nature.
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Herbicide
One air commando squadron (UC-123 aircraft)
is responsible for the aerial defoliation of targets
authorized by COMUSMACV and directed by
7AF. These targets include roads, jungle trails,
waterways, railroads, special forces camp perimeters, and Viet Cong base camps, safe havens,
and R&R centers. Killing the foliage along lines
of communication (LOC's) denies the VC ambush
potential, and the defoliation of jungle terrain
opens up those areas for improved aerial observation. An additional mission is that of crop
destruction, or "resource control." These missions are always flown in areas under VC domination and have been successful in reducing the
enemy's food supply and increasing his logistical
problems.
Defoliation and crop destruction projects are
initiated at province level where a coordination
meeting is held between the province chief,
MACV and ARVN chemical officers, and Hq 7AF
and air commando squadron personnel. Details
as to project objectives, intelligence, psywar support, requirement for fighter support, and related
criteria are agreed upon. When possible, the F AC
responsible for the target area is invited to discuss the minute details of the impending defoliation mission with the UC-123 crews. The FAC
briefing is of great value to the defoliation mission planners in determining the most effective
tactics for the execution of the project.
After this planning conference, the Herbicide
Project Officer at the T ACC coordinates on assigning the F AC and fighter escort to the missions
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and publishes the frag orders. Prior to the mission, he ascertains that clearance has been obtained from the ground commander. Throughout
the planning and execution of the mission, the
Herbicide Project Officer works closely with
TACC combat operations personnel and coordinates with all agencies concerned.
Terrain, target size, weather, mission objectives, and amount of ground fire expected in the
target area are factors that determine defoliation
tactics. Normally, it is advantageous to fly one
straight ten-mile spray run if target size and
terrain permit. If this is not feasible, a race
track pattern or a "Plum Tree" (opposing 90 and
270 degree turns at the end of the target) pattern
may be flown. In rugged, mountainous terrain, a
contour pattern will be flown starting at the
highest point and spraying around the mountainside. If the target is known to be especially
hostile, one pass will be made over the target
and another nearby target will be sprayed to
reduce the exposure to ground fire.
Spray operations are conducted 100 to 150
feet over the foliage at 130 knots. This spray
environment will disseminate the three gallons
of herbicide per acre required for effective
defoliation. The UC-123 aircraft used for this
mission has a lOOO-gallon herbicide tank and is
equipped with spray booms on the wings and
aft fuselage. Spray from these booms will cover
a strip approximately 80 yards wide by ten miles
long. Flight size may be from two to six aircraft
maintaining a loose echelon formation. The
entire spray time will be approximately four
minutes for a straight run pattern.
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Fighter support tactics will also vary according to the target and amount of resistance
expected. For the majority of missions, fighter
escort is needed only to fly top cover until ground
fire is received.
The flight mechanic operates the spray equipment from an armored box, and will throw out a
smoke grenade when ground fire is received. Due
to the lag factor resulting from his reaction
time, the source of the ground fire will be about
300 meters behind the point where the smoke
grenade hits the ground. If the F AC directs the
fighters to expend ordnance at that point, it
should be on target. A pre-mission strike may
be required and is always coordinated between
defoliation aircrews and fighter pilots the day
prior to the spray mission.
There are three types of defoliation chemicals
now in use in South Vietnam. Each formula is
for a different type of foliage or mission. None
of the three types are harmful to animal or
human life. Aircrews are often splashed with
it, and the ARVN troops who load the aircraft
have been working with it for several years with
no ill effects. Foliage sprayed will turn brown in
about six days, but it takes positive force, such
as heavy rain or a high wind, to strip leaves
from trees. In areas of multiple foliage canopy,
several follow on spray flights are required to
penetrate the lower canopy as the top canopy is
burned off.
All three herbicides have about the same limitations. A wind velocity of over ten knots during
the spray operation will cause undesirable drift
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and can cause unintended damage. A temperature in excess of 85 degrees causes the herbicide
to dissipate, making it more susceptible to wind
drift. In some cases, a high temperature will
cause the herbicide to actually rise rather than
settle over the target. A heavy rainfall will also
lessen the effect of the herbicide on foliage.
The Viet Cong have attempted to exploit to the
utmost the chemical warfare connotations of the
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herbicide project. One indication that this operation is damaging the VC war making ability is
the constant flow of propaganda directed against
it. To counter these false claims, 7AF psywar
elements work in close cooperation with the herbicide operation. Whenever any facet of the defoliation mission is discussed, there should be
mention that it is completely harmless to humans
and animals.

Summary
One result of the Vietnamese conflict thus far
is the increased use of psychological warfare and
herbicide. Both are proving to be effective weapons in this type of insurgency war. Both operations have political implications; therefore, the
policy guidelines and basic planning lie with the
Vietnamese province chiefs, the Joint US Public
Affairs Office, and MACV. On the action level,
7AF works closely with ARVN corps commanders
and US Field Force commanders.
Herbicide operations have a dual purpose in
South Vietnam; the defoliation of trees and vegetation along known enemy trails and waterways,
and the destruction of crops in Viet Cong territory. As with psywar, herbicide operations are
closely coordinated with the ground commander
and province chief. Covering and supporting
tactical fighters are provided from the resources
of 7AF as is the F AC who controls the mission.
Overall coordination on these missions is accomplished by the Herbicide Project Officer at the
TACC.
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Chapter 9
SEARCH AN 0 RESCU E

Introduction
The Seventh Air Force Commander has the
responsibility for all search and rescue (SAR)
operations within the Saigon, Bangkok, and
Rangoon Flight Information Regions (FIR's).
This overall area encompasses the countries of
Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Burma, North Vietnam, the Republic of Vietnam, and waters within
the FIR's. The 3rd Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Group is the agency which carries out this
responsibility for the 7AF Commander. This
chapter will deal principally with the rescue and
recovery of downed aircrews within South Vietnam.
Joint Search and Rescue Center
The 3rd ARRGp operates the Joint Search and
Rescue Center (JSARC) at Tan Son Nhut Air
Base. This center coordinates and controls all the
forces engaged in search and rescue operations.
To accomplish a SAR operation, the JSARC may
call upon the resources of any of the US, Free
World Military Assistance, or Republic of Vietnam forces. To facilitate coordination, the 3rd
ARRGp also operates a Rescue Coordination
Center (RCC) at Son Tra Air Base (Monkey
Mountain). The RCC provides immediate operational control of SAR forces in its area and
serves as liaison to USMC forces in I Corps.
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An Army liaison officer is assigned to the
JSARC for assistance in coordinating Army SAR
requirements. Hot line communications with
Navy Operations, Saigon, and the 7AF Navy
Liaison Office provide the JSARC with immediate response in Navy SAR matters. Although
the JSARC provides coordination between the
various units and forces conducting a SAR mission, operational control of these forces remains
with the appropriate component commander or
his designated representative.

Operations
Search and rescue requirements reach the
JSARC from numerous sources. The most frequent requestors of SAR are the 7AF Command
Post, T ACC, DASC's, radar CRC's, Army flight
following agencies, 1st Marine Air Wing DASC's,
and the US Navy. When a request is received
in the JSARC, the Center correlates the information and coordinates with the various forces to
launch a SAR task force in the shortest possible
time. Forces and facilities nearest the scene are
considered and requested for assistance first. In
many cases, the communications network that
provides the request is used to generate and
coordinate the SAR effort.
Most aircrew recovery missions and medical
evacuations are from hostile areas and require
armed aircraft for escort of the rescue aircraft.
The TACC will immediately provide escort aircraft, tactical strike fighters, and/or gunships.
These aircraft may be diverted from another
mission or scrambled from alert posture for a
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SAR mission. In addition to those protecting
forces available immediately from Air Force
resources, the US Army can provide covering
fire from helicopter gunships and/or ground
weapons.
To extend the control of the JSARC, HC-130P
aircraft are employed in the airborne SAR mission as control aircraft. These aircraft have
extensive communications systems enabling them
to communicate with all of the various types of
aircraft that may be involved in a SAR mission.
When directed by the JSARC this aircraft becomes the airborne mission commander of a SAR
mission.

USAF Rescue Resources
The HH-3E helicopter and the HH-53B helicopter (both have the call sign "Jolly Green")
are the primary rescue vehicles for out-of-country
recoveries. However, they are used on occasion
for rescues in South Vietnam. Both of these
helicopters are air refuelable by the HC-130P
aircraft. This procedure makes possible an airborne alert posture which improves the chances
of rescuing downed aircrews.
The HH-43B/F helicopters ("Pedro") are assigned to tactical air bases throughout SEA and
are used primarily for local base rescue. These
aircraft carry a portable fire suppression kit and
two firemen to provide immediate assistance if
an aircraft crashes near the base. Because the
HH-43F aircraft are modified with armor plate,
an extra fuel tank, a larger engine, and better
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communications equipment, they are also used
for aircrew recovery missions in remote areas.
The HC-130P ("Crown") aircraft are C-130
transports modified extensively for the SAR mission. Their communications equipment provides
a link between the JSARC and SAR task forces.
Additionally, this aircraft is a tanker for the
"Jolly Green" helicopters and is configured for
the surface-to-air recovery mission.
Other Rescue Resources
The numerous helicopters operated in South
Vietnam by the US Army and Marines provide
an immediate capability for aircrew recovery.
Free World Military Assistance Forces and
Republic of Vietnam units are also equipped
with helicopters and other resources that can be
utilized on occasion. These forces also provide
medical evacuation missions which are often coordinated by the JSARC.
Peculiarities of Operations in SEA
The indigenous dense jungle foliage has necessitated a revision of some previous recovery
procedures. Instead of landing to recover downed
aircrews, helicopters usually hover and lift them
aboard with a hoist. Equipment changes have
been made to adapt the system to the jungle; the
sling on the hoist has largely been replaced by
a forest penetrator which can be lowered and
retrieved through a dense jungle canopy. The
introduction of the air refuelable "Jolly Green"
series of helicopters has extended the area serv115

iceable by rescue forces to limits that were
unthought of a few years ago. The HC-130P
aircraft are equipped with an operational Fulton
Recovery System (surface-to-air) and this equipment can be deployed for personnel recovery
from a permissive environment.
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Summary
As coordinator for search and rescue operations in SEA, the 7AF Commander has operational control of USAF primary and secondary
SAR forces, and exercises this control through
the Joint Search and Rescue Center. This center
coordinates the multiservice forces which are
usually employed in a SAR operation. They can
be drawn from any of the US/FWMAF/RVNAF
resources.
When a SAR request reaches the JSARC, the
information received is evaluated and the SAR
operation is set in motion. The SAR task force
may consist of helicopters, escort aircraft, airborne control aircraft, and tactical aircraft for
capping the downed aircrew.
Although the JSARC is the overall SAR coordinator in SEA, it does not usurp the prerogative
or responsibility of any service to provide SAR
support for its own operations; each service has
a military and moral obligation to react immediately to any SAR requirement that comes to its
attention. Overall, however, most rescue missions
for downed airmen are conducted and concluded
under the professional guidance of the JSARC.
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Chapter 10
CIVIC ACTION

Introduction

Civic action is an integral part of our military
mission in South Vietnam and requires the personal support of each commander. It is a part
of Psychological Operations (PSYOPS) and has
two interrelated objectives: to improve the living
conditions of the people so as to remove one of
the underlying causes of the insurgency, and to
gain and maintain the people's support of the
Government of Vietnam. This military civic
action program complements and supports the
Republic of Vietnam's Revolutionary Development Program (RDP). The military significance
of the civic action program was emphasized when
the President placed the entire United States
support of the RDP under COMUSMACV and
named a civilian with the rank of Ambassador
as COMUSMACV's Deputy for Civil Operations
and Revolutionary Development Support.
Characteristics
Civic action programs range across a wide
spectrum of Vietnamese life. They include projects in education, training, public works, agriculture, transportation, communications, health and
sanitation, and other areas which contribute to
the general welfare and serve to improve the
standing of the Vietnamese Air Force and other
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military forces with the population. Specific
projects include the joint VN AF /USAF rebuilding of hamlets and villages on base perimeters.
This often includes construction of bridges, dams,
buildings, public bathhouses and toilets, roads,
drainage and filtration systems, and wells. In
addition to this physical construction, the Medical
Civic Action Program (MEDCAP) includes examinations, treatment, immunizations and training.
The Vietnamese Armed Forces must be active
participants in all of these programs. The people
must accept these projects as the work of their
central government concerned with their welfare.
Therefore, a self-help approach is stressed.
In addition to US participation, Free World
Military Assistance Forces actively participate
in civic action programs.
Operations
Civic action projects may originate at any level
in the Vietnamese Government, but final approval
is usually granted at the district or province
level. At these levels, joint US civil/military
teams aid the Government of Vietnam in the
implementation of the RDP. These are the Civil
Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS) teams. The district Or province
government officials, acting upon the advice of
the CORDS team, evaluate and approve all requests for civic action. If approved and funded,
the request is passed on to the action level. Some
approved but unfunded requests are assigned to
local military units for civic action support.
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Headquarters 7AF provides policy and guidance
for USAF-involved projects and coordinates civic
action with other US agencies. At the base level,
execution of the project is assigned to a Base
Civic Action Officer (BCAO). Each base has a
BCAO and non-commissioned officer and a Vietnamese Civic Action Liaison Officer (CALO). A
Base Civic Action Council (BCAC) is also established on each base to assist and advise the
commander on the civic action program. The
Base Civic Action Officer acts as liaison between
CORDS representatives, local officials, RVNAF,
other FWMAF, and the village or hamlet residents. He is the planner, organizer, administrator, and trouble-shooter for the commander.
In South Vietnam, civic action is accomplished
simultaneously with combat operations. Projects
are limited by security, enemy harassment, and
propaganda aimed at undermining the program.
Every effort is made to ensure that local inhabitants are fully aware of US intentions-helping
them to help themselves.
Summary
The civic action program in South Vietnam
is conducted by all US forces and by many Free
World Military Assistance Forces in direct support of the Republic of Vietnam's Revolutionary
Development Program. Both programs have the
same objectives: to improve the life of the Vietnamese people and to win the support of these
people for the Government.
At the base level, the Base Civic Action Officer
is the keystone in the execution of the project.
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He coordinates with CORDS representatives,
local officials, other FWMAF, and the village
residents. He plans the project, assists in its
accomplishment, and arranges for publicity.
Experience has shown that self-help projects
are more appreciated and less likely to be destroyed by the VC than those in which the people
do not participate. United States help is normally
limited to technical and training assistance, material, and equipment.
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Chapter 11

OTHER AREA FORCES

Introduction
A basic knowledge of the other military forces
involved in the conflict is necessary in order to
realize the scope of tactical airpower in South
Vietnam. As a supporting force, the Seventh
Air Force mission is irrevocably intertwined with
the missions and objectives of each of these
organizations. Consequently, their day to day
operations require constant revision of plans and
shifting of forces throughout the entire 7AF
structure. These military forces are both US and
foreign, both combatant and noncombatant. Their
mission, general size (as of early 1968), and our
relationships to them, are briefly described below.

Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVN AF)
The Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN)
numbers about 280,000 men and is primarily an
infantry force consisting of ten infantry divisions
plus separate infantry, airborne, ranger, and
armored units. The ARVN is normally committed
against VC/NVA main force units in search and
destroy, or clearing operations. When not employed in offensive operations, ARVN units are
often engaged in securing areas where pacification operations are in progress, and in defending
key installations and lines of communication.
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The ARVN receives air support through the
TACS in the same manner as do US forces. This
support may come from VNAF or 7AF/FWMAF
aircraft. The nature of the target and the forces
available will determine where the support comes
from.
The Vietnamese Air Force (VNAF) includes
five tactical wings; each is organized differently
and may include any number of fighter, helicopter, and transport aircraft. Skyraiders (A-IE,
A-1H) and Freedom Fighters (F-5) are the
tactical fighters while the C-47 is the mainstay
of the airlift forces. Helicopter squadrons are
equipped with the UH-34.
These aircraft perform all of the tactical air
force roles. Fighter squadrons can deliver a
variety of weapons; transports provide a capability for air-dropping and air-landing troops
and supplies; liaison squadrons perform air control and reconnaissance missions; and the helicopter squadrons provide a limited SAR capability as well as a means of moving troops and
supplies to forward areas.
The VN AF wings and squadrons are deployed
in all corps areas to give maximum support to
the ARVN. When VNAF forces cannot satisfy
the requirements of the ARVN, 7AF resources
are used. Conversely, VNAF aircraft are used
when US/FWMAF aircraft are not practicable.
The Vietnamese Navy (VNN) is primarily a
defensive organization consisting of a small sea
force for offshore counterinfiltration surveillance
along the coast from the 17th Parallel to the
Cambodian border, a coastal force (the "Junk
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Fleet") for patrolling of inshore coastal waterways, and a river force for inland waterway
operations. The river force is organized into
seven River Assault Groups (RAG's). Each RAG
is capable of transporting by water a RVN AF
battalion and supporting it for 10 to 14 days.
The Vietnamese Marine Corps (VNMC) consists of one brigade. It normally forms part of
the general reserve and is stationed in the Saigon
area.
The Regional Forces (RF) are a nationally
administered military force assigned to and under
the operational control of the sector commander
(province chief). The basic combat unit of the
RF is the light infantry company. This unit is
normally recruited locally and habitually employed in the same area. The primary missions
of an RF unit are to secure key points and lines
of communication, protect government officials
and key personnel, and to provide a reserve for
assisting in hamlet or village defense.
The Popular Forces (PF) are a nationally
administered military force organized and operated at the village level and consisting of
light infantry squads and platoons. Members are
full time volunteers recruited within their respective villages and hamlets to protect their own
families and property. The basic concept of PF
employment is for village platoons and hamlet
squads to defend their own area, and intervillage platoons to provide responsive reinforcement. Seventh Air Force provides aerial support
for these forces through the AC-47 with its fire
support and flare-dropping capabilities.
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United States Army Vietnam
The US Army Vietnam (USARV), with a
strength of approximately 350,000, is the largest
single military force operating in the Republic of
Vietnam. Its major combat units are the 1st,
4th, 9th, and 25th Infantry Divisions; the 1st
Cavalry Division (Air Mobile); the Americal
Division; the 101st Airborne Division; and four
separate combat brigades, two airborne, one
armored cavalry, and one infantry. Each of these
divisions contains about 15,800 combat soldiers
and each brigade has a combat strength of
approximately 4500. Providing logistical and
tactical support to the major combat units are
numerous support organizations.
The majority of this force is divided into two
Field Forces Vietnam (FFV) and the Provisional
Corps Vietnam (PCV). Field Force Vietnam is a
new term instituted in South Vietnam to prevent
confusion between US Army corps and ARVN
corps. Below the Field Force level, from division
on down, the organization is standard.
The Republic of Vietnam is divided into four
ARVN Corps Tactical Zones (CTZ's), each containing one ARVN corps. For simplicity in
discussing location, deployment, and AOR of
Allied forces in-country, these CTZ's are used as
reference boundaries. The I FFV is deployed in
the II CTZ and II FFV in the III CTZ.
Several major combat units of the US Army
operate outside of these two ARVN CTZ's. A
brigade of the 9th Infantry Division, the Mobile
Riverine Force, under the operational control of
II FFV, operates with ARVN forces predomi128

nately in the IV CTZ. The Americal Division is
stationed in the southern portion of I CTZ and
is under the operational control of the III Marine
Amphibious Force Commander. The 1st Cavalry
Division, the 101st Airborne Division, and a
brigade of the 82nd Airborne Division also operate in the I CTZ.
Types of combat operations conducted by the
US Army Vietnam are many and varied. Generally, these are offensive operations such as
search and destroy missions or clearing operations. Although RVN forces are primarily
responsible for pacification and holding operations, the US Army occasionally will conduct
these also.
Organic to major US Army combat units are
large numbers of rotary-wing aircraft. Additionally, there are other US Army aviation units
for support of the combat units. These aircraft
provide a measure of the short haul airlift,
reconnaissance, and aerial firepower the Army
requires in its daily operations. However, 7AF
provides the major portion of the tactical air
support of Army objectives in South Vietnam.
United States Marine Corps Vietnam
The USMC force in South Vietnam is the
Third Marine Amphibious Force (II MAF), a
largely self-sufficient composite air/ground force
of 75,000 men. Major combat units are the 1st
Marine Division (reinforced), the 3rd Marine
Division, and the 1st Marine Air Wing. The
III MAF Commander is in charge of all US/
FWMAF ground operations in the I CTZ. In129

eluded among his subordinate units is the Provisional Corps Vietnam which operates in the two
northern provinces of I CTZ and is comprised of
US Army and US Marine Corps units. Els.e where
in the I CTZ the III MAF Commander has operational control of US Army and US Marine Corps
forces along with the support of the Republic of
Korea (ROK) Marine Brigade.
The 1st Marine Air Wing contains the necessary resources for aerial support of normal
USMC operations-airlift, reconnaissance, and
tactical fighter aircraft. Although used to support USMC operations when practicable, fighter
and reconnaissance aircraft are applied along
with 7AF aircraft through T ACC, I DASC, and
DASC Victor direction. Marine Corps airlift
aircraft are dedicated to support of USMC units.
Marine Corps air is augmented by 7 AF resources
when USMC support requirements exceed 1st
Marine Air Wing capabilities; conversely, Marine
Corps air supports other US/FWMAF units when
necessary.
The Provisional Corps Vietnam is engaged in a
primarily defensive operation guarding the Republic of Vietnam's northern border, the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ). Large elements of the
North Vietnamese Army (NVA) face Allied forces
across the DMZ and our units are continuously
engaged in countering the thrusts and probes
of the enemy force.
United States Navy Vietnam
United States Navy operations in South Vietnam are controlled and coordinated by COMNAV-
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FORV (Commander, US Naval Forces, Vietnam).
With approximately 28,000 NAVFORV personnel
and several thousand more under III MAF control, US Navy strength in-country exceeds 30,000.
There are several subordinate commands under
the operational control of COMNAVFORV. The
Coastal Surveillance Force (Task Force 115),
known as Operation Market Time, utilizes ships
and US Navy aircraft in coastal surveillance and
anti-infiltration operations along the 1000-mile
coast of South Vietnam. The River Patrol Force
(Task Force 116), called Operation Game Warden,
employs vessels, US Navy helicopters, and
"Seals" (Navy experts in unconventional, guerrilla warfare) to prevent the free movement of
enemy supplies and personnel along the waterways of the Mekong Delta and Rung Sat Special
Zone. The Riverine Assault Force (Task Force
117) is the Navy element of the Mobile Riverine
Force which also operates in the Mekong Delta
and the Rung Sat Special Zone.
Logistical commands under COMNAVFORV
operational control are the Naval Support Activities at Danang and Saigon, and the Third Naval
Construction Brigade.
COMNAVFORV also functions as Chief of the
US Naval Advisory Group which assists in the
training and operations of the Vietnamese Navy
and Vietnamese Marine Corps.
In addition to NAVFORV units, the US Seventh
Fleet provides patrol aircraft which are under
the operational control of COMNAVFORV, augments in-country operations through naval bom131

bardment of coastal targets, and supports III
MAF amphibious operations.
Australia
Australia was the first Free World country
to follow the United States in providing military
assistance to South Vietnam. This initial aid
was in the form of Army advisors who were
integrated into the MACV Advisory System.
Currently, Australia is providing military assistance from its Army, Navy, and Air Force. The
total strength of this force is approximately
8000 men.
The Royal Australian Navy provides a guided
missile destroyer on station with the Seventh
Fleet, a clearance diving team under the operational control of NAVFORV, and a helicopter
flight integrated into a US Army UH-1 helicopter
company.
The 1st Australian Task Force is under the
operational control of II FFV and is assigned an
area of responsibility in Phuoc Tuy Province, 65
kilometers southeast of Saigon. The elements of
the task force are two infantry battalions, one
105mm field artillery battalion, one armored personnel carrier squadron, one cavalry troop, one
engineer company, and a logistical support group.
The Australian Army Training Team is integrated into the MACV Advisory System. Personnel are assigned as advisors with the ARVN,
regional and popular forces, special forces, the
ranger training center, the police field academy,
and the Chieu Hoi program.
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The Royal Australian Air Force has three
squadrons in Vietnam-a squadron of B-57 Canberra bombers based at Ph an Rang under the
operational control of 7AF, a squadron of C-7A
Caribou transports based at Vung Tau under
operational control of the 834th Air Division, and
a squadron of UH-1 helicopters which provide
direct support to the Australian ground forces.
These RAAF units are employed in the support
of all Allied ground forces. Therefore, all tactical
air support requirements for Australian ground
forces are met by tasking combined US/FWMAF I
VN AF resources.

New Zealand
The New Zealand military force in South
Vietnam consists of a 105mm field artillery battery, a rifle company, a tri-service medical team,
and a small engineer detachment. The total force
numbers about 550 men. Considering that New
Zealand Army strength is 5600, this is a substantial commitment of manpower.
The tri-service medical team is located in the
II Corps area of operation and provides medical
treatment to Vietnamese civilians and assistance
to local authorities in improving health procedures. The combat forces are located with the
Australian Task Force and function under its
operational control. Therefore, this force receives
whatever air support it requires through the
Australian Task Force.
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Republic of Korea
The Republic of Korea Forces, Vietnam, represent a military manpower contribution second
only to that of the United States. This highly
trained and motivated force of 48,000 troops contains two infantry divisions, an augmented
Marine brigade, a Korean Civic Action group, a
small naval detachment, and a small aviation
detachment. The operational command of this
force rests with the Korean commander of the
ROK Forces, Vietnam; however, these units operate in conjunction with US and other Free
World forces, and their operational planning is
closely coordinated with ours.
The 2nd ROK Marine Brigade is deployed in
I CTZ, working closely with and drawing support
from the III Marine Amphibious Force. This
brigade obtains most of its tactical air support
from the 1st Marine Air Wing at Danang. The
ROK Capital Division (the "Tiger Division") and
the ROK 9th Division (the "White Horse Division") operate in the II CTZ along with I FFV.
The ROK Aviation Support Group operates
two C-46 aircraft. There is also an Army aviation company equipped with helicopters which
support ROK operations. These aircraft provide
some airlift support but the majority of tactical
air support for ROK Army units comes from
US/FWMAF/VNAF resources. This is accomplished through placing ROK requests for air
support through I FFV command channels.
Immediate air support requests are handled by
DASC Alpha in the same manner as for US
forces. In addition, ALO's and F AC's are supplied
to ROK units for coordination of air support.
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The principal Korean Civic Action unit is the
Construction Support Group, popularly known as
the "Dove Unit." It is located in the III Corps
zone just north of Saigon and has the mission of
constructing roads, bridges, schools, temples, dispensaries, nurseries, playgrounds, and other such
structures. The Koreans also operate a mobile
surgical hospital at Vung Tau which has 100
beds allocated for RVN AF personnel and 40 for
ROK forces. The 40 beds set aside for ROK
personnel are usually utilized by Vietnamese
civilians, at no cost to the latter.
The Naval Transport Group, consisting of three
LST's and two LSM's, provides an important
addition to shallow draft shipping in Vietnam.

Republic of the Philippines
The 1st Philippine Civic Action Group, Vietnam,
(PHILCAGV), is basically, as its name implies,
a noncombatant force. The PHILCAGV consists
of engineering, medical, logistical, and security
forces . Its major force is based at Tay Ninh in
the III CTZ and its activities are coordinated
with the ARVN III Corps Commander and the
II Field Force Vietnam Commander.
The PHILCAGV mission lies entirely in the
civic action field; it supports the Republic of
Vietnam's Revolutionary Development Program.
The engineering unit is engaged in building
bridges, roads, schools, and churches, and in
resettlement projects for the Vietnamese refugees
of the war. The medical teams of doctors, nurses,
and technicians are stationed at various province
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hospitals. They train their Vietnamese counterparts as well as provide medical care and treatment to the populace. The security force contains about 800 men and is equipped with 105mm
howitzers, mortars, armored personnel carriers
(APC's) and M-41 tanks.
Required airlift support for the PHILCAGV is
provided by 7AF. Requests are channeled through
II FFV to the MACV TMA.
Thailand
All three branches of Thai military services are
now serving in Vietnam. The last to arrive was
the Royal Thai Army Volunteer Regiment, also
known as the "Queen's Cobra." This infantry unit
numbers about 2200 men and is assigned to the
III Corps Tactical Zone under the operational
control of the US 9th Infantry Division in II
FFV. The Royal Thai Navy has two ships
operating in South Vietnamese waters. An LST
provides coastal sealift and a PGM (patrol gunboat motorized) participates in clearing operations in the Mekong River shipping channels.
The Royal Thai Air Force "Victory Flight"
has been in South Vietnam since 1964. This small
unit is stationed at Tan Son Nhut Air Base and
provides aircrews for USAF C-123's and VNAF
C-47's. Tactical air support for Thai forces is
provided by US, Free World, and VNAF forces.
Requests for airlift, tactical fighters, or reconnaissance support are made through the 9th
Infantry Division.
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CONCLUSION

To understand and place the role of tactical
airpower in South Vietnam in its true perspective
requires recognition and constant awareness of
two salient features. First, tactical air forces
have been effective through adherence to classical
principles of employment, notably exploitation of
their inherent flexibility. Second, there are unique
aspects of this conflict which, of themselves,
constitute qualifications that must be considered
in the assessment of all tactical air operations.
Flexibility is the essence of Seventh Air Force
operations in South Vietnam. It is evident
throughout a wide range of operational tasks.
Although tactical air forces have always exhibited
adaptability, this trait has become especially
important in this conflict because of the constraints required and the need for judicious
utilization of modern equipment in an unsophisticated insurgency war.
Despite innovations and the adapting of modern
weaponry to restrictive rules of engagement, the
value of following classical tactical air employment principles is apparent across the spectrum
of air operations in South Vietnam.
For example, the Tactical Air Control System
has provided responsive command control which
allows full and timely exploitation of aerial
firepower and supporting aircraft. The TACS
accomplishes this through centralized management, efficient communications, and astute moni-
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toring of target selection. Close air support
techniques featuring accuracy of delivery under
the supervision of the F AC have enhanced support of ground forces despite a fluid, complicated
battlefield environment and necessary controls
on the application of weaponry.
Direct air support operations have severely
inhibited the enemy's ability to initiate and sustain offensive action. His privileged sanctuaries
and freedom of movement have been increasingly
denied by air strikes and by ground forces who
now are airlifted into any area that promises
profitable engagement. Tactical airlift has helped
to overcome poor and often unsecured surface
routes; accordingly, ground commanders can respond faster and range farther than normal since
they are not tied to surface supply lines. The
application of tactical airlift has not only assured
ground units freedom of movement; it has also
provided a high percentage of combat personnel
relieved of logistical duties.
Because this conflict is characterized by a lack
of established battle lines, reconnaissance has
become particularly important. The extensive
reconnaissance effort has adapted to the unique
environment and includes many techniques designed to provide the target information and
enemy intelligence necessary for the effective
application of tactical airpower.
Thus, the employment of tactical air in-country
is in accordance with classical principles and
goals. At the same time, the astute application
of modern weaponry in South Vietnam has necessitated the merging of our ingrained principles
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concerning economy of force and cost effectiveness with the traits of flexibility and adaptability.
This blend, caused by our penchant for getting
the job done, has necessarily prompted a more
refined use of equipment and procedures (some of
which were discarded decades ago), and spawned
certain practices with potential doctrinal implications. It is clear, however, that although certain existing techniques have been refined for
use here, and numerous innovations have been
employed successfully, South Vietnam has been
and continues to be an operational theater-not
a test arena.
Tactical air doctrine should not become rigid
in application; accordingly, we have adapted some
discarded techniques and refined certain current
ones. The innovative practices and equipment
produced by this particular conflict require penetrating evaluation to determine their usefulness
in future operations.
The success of certain tactical air concepts,
techniques, and equipment in-country does not
necessarily guarantee or merit their inclusion in
overall tactical air doctrine. For example, the
completeness of our air superiority in South
Vietnam allows extensive use of the airborne
Forward Air Controller, herbicide operations, and
innovations such as converting transport aircraft
into gunships; such operations would be impractical in the early or mid phases of a more
classical campaign. Nevertheless, former successes should not be ignored on the sole basis of
dogma, dictum, or classicism.
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Along with the permissive air environment we
enjoy in South Vietnam, a final qualification is
that this war has top priority, and the current
concentration of resources and effort might not be
feasible if the world situation demanded substantial air operations elsewhere.
In short, the flexibility of tactical air forces
is being effectively demonstrated in a conflict that
is unique in many ways. Success has resulted
from decisions and actions by knowledgeable
people at all levels who understand tactical air's
capabilities and who maintain a conscious adherence to sound applications of a basic doctrine.
The knowledge and experience gained in this
conflict must be refined and projected against
future eventualities. In this way, methods and
procedures can evolve apace with modern conflict,
and tactical air can fulfill its classical role in
theater warfare.
This handbook provides information which promotes the understanding of tactical air operations
and doctrines employed in South Vietnam. The
obligation to refine and improve our procedures
wherever possible rests ultimately with each
individual who shares in the Seventh Air Force
mission.
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